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All EXAMil'fATIOB OP 'l'BP.: PHILOSOPHY, THEOLOGY,
.AND ·BEALDfG· OF CBBISTIAB SCDIICE

(Outline)
Controlling Purpose: This thesis is to present objective~ the
ba.s ic philosophy of Christian Science, to viev 1ts stand toward
Christian doctrine, and to .e ~ne the possib1lit7 of its alleged
cures.

I.

II.

The Philosophy of Christian Science.
A. God is the only realit7.
1. God is a principle.
2. God is a.11 that exists.
B. Man is a mode of God.
1. Man reflects God.
2. Man is not created but eternal.
3. Msn 1e perfect, made in the image of God.
C • Matter does not exiet.
1. Matter is. an illusion of mortal mind.
2. There is no life in unreal matter.
D. The goal of Christian Selene~ le spirituallzation
of thought.
l. There are three stages to the release from
the material.
2. Sp1r1tualization is the solution to all of
man's problems.
3. Spiritualization ·1 s the appeal of Christian
Science.
The sources of Christian Science philosophy.
A. The primary sources.
l. Phineas Parkhurst Qu1mb7.
a. Bietoey of Quimby- and his philoeoplcy'
of hea.11ns.
b. Mrs. Ed~'e contacts and plasiarisms
from Quimby-.
2. Philosophica.l .Idealism.
a. Spirit is . the only realit7.
b. Idealism of Hegel.
3. Gnosticism.
4. Pantheism.
5. Transcendentalism.
B. Plain Plagiarisms. , . ,
1. "Philosophic Buggets."
a. Car~l~.
b. Ruskin.
""
c. Amiel.
d. Blair.
2. "Murra,- Ree4,er."

iT

3. Wiggin

and Unitarianism

4. Swedenborg.
C.

III.

Further comparisons.
1. Shakers.
2. Spiritualism.
3. Alcott.
.
4. Manichaeanism, Wicolataniem, Dooet1sm, Fetishism.
5. Hinduism, Buddhism, Brahmism.
The theology of Christian Science.
A. Treatment of the Bible.
l. They seem to accept it as' true.
2 • They do riot consider it God' a inspired Word.
a. They elilllinate what does not suit them.
b. Mrs. Eddy has the latest revelation.
3. Mrs. Eddy's writings are equal to· the Bible.
B. The trin1ty.
1. The ·Father-Mother God.
a. God has no sex.
b. Be is the universal parent, Father-Mother.
2. Christ.
a. The deity of Christ is denied.
aa. The conception of Christ was spiritual.
bb. Jesus developed into the Christ.
co. Christ's miracles. were natural.
dd; Mrs.' Eddy 1e · equal to Christ.
b. The 'w ork of Christ.
aa. The atonement was denying matter.
bb. The real work of Christ was his
demonstration over' sin.
c. The suffering of Christ was all mental.
d. The death of Christ was not real.
· ·•
e. · The resurrect,1on of Christ was not real.
f. There was no··asoension.
g. There is no' final Judgment day.
C. Sin, death, and the devil.
1. Sin.
a. There is no fallen state of man.
b. Man must suffer for his ~ins.
c. The forgiveness of sins is the relief
from false material beliefs.
2. Death.
a. Death is an error of mortal mind. ·
aa. Elisha raised the widow's son by
deeying that error.
bb. Mrs. Eddy raised Mr. Fey.
·co. Mrs. Eddy did not die.
b. Death is a transition into a higher life.
3. The devil is another name for evil. ·
D. The Sacraments.
.
1. Baptism is three-fold.
2. Communion is a spiritual breakfast.

..,

IV.

E. Prayer.
l. Audible prayer is harmful.
a. It has no effect on God.
·b. It is inJurioue.
2. Silent prayer is enJoined. ·
a. Real prayer is desire.
b. Christian Scientists should pray.
3. The Lord's ·Prayer must be· understood according
to Mrs. Eddy's spiritual' :version.
F. Marriage.
1. Marriage is a union of hearts Yith God.
a. There is no sexual basis for marriage.
b. Children are the offspring of Spirit.
2. For weak mortals marriage must ·remain.
3. Divoroe ·1~ permissable by mutual consent •
F. Heaven and Hell.
l. Heaven is harmony Yi thin us.
a. The soul is sense. ·
b. Angels are thoughts of God'.
c • The Kingdom of God is Yithin us.
2. Bell is mental anguish.
The Healing of Christian Science.
A. Sickness is not real.
l. It is a false belief.
2. The testimony of the sens·ea is false.
3. Sipkness· is caused by fear.
4. Medicine 1e unneces·s ar,.
a. Mrs. Eddy forblds d.iaenosis.
b. There is not such thing as contagion.
c. Health is' harmony.
B. The Cure of sickness.
l. The cure is based on the Bible.
a. It is based on the heal1ll8 of Christ
which vas spiritual,' and natural.
b. It 1s based on the Bible promise that all
believers Yill be able to heal.
2. It is cured by demonstrating the unreality
of the sickness.
a. First remove the dream of disease.
b. Then remo.ve, the fear which· causes disease.
3. Bow the cure is accomplished.
a. It is accomplished in the mind of the individual •
. b. It is accomplished in the degree that Truth
replaces the material in the mind.
C• The Christian Science Claims of Cures.
·
1. They ad.mit limits in surgery and broken bones.
2. They claim to heal all disease.
a. All Christian Scientists can heal.
b. Mrs. Eddy healed all diseases.
c. Cure by proxy is possible.
3. They offer testimonies as proof of their cures.
a. The testimonies in Science and Health.
b. The testimonies in their periodicals.

v1

c. The test1mo~ in the Congressional Record.
·
D. Can Christian Science· Cure'l
1. Sickness and health is ruled by.. the mind.
a. The 1.mas1nat1on.
b. Suggestion.
aa. lqpnotism.
bb. aueo~suggeation.
2. Cures of functional diseases are possible.
a. There are real mind cures. ·
b. There are natural cures.
3.·. Cures of' "organic·. diseases' 1mpose1ble.
a. The · cures are not real.
1
b. God may cure.
c • The devil may eure. ·
E'. Conclusion.
l. The evil of Christian Science.
· · ·2 ~· The good of' Christian Science.
3. The appeal of Christian Science.

. 4. Failure of the claims.

Tii

DITRODUCTION
The Church o:f Christ, Scientist was organized in August, 1879, by
Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy who claimed to have discovered an infallible science
of healing.

At :first she had only a fev :followers, but the latest avail1
able :figure is 268,915. These Christian Scientists believe that Mrs.
Eddy has reinstated "primitive Christianity and its lost element o:f
healing. n2

The sole contact which most people have with Christian Science is
through its testimonies o:f cures, and its claims o:f absolute healing
powers.

To examine this healing, however, it is necessary to :first ex-

amine the philosophy underl.ying the system o:f Christian Science, :for
healing is but one phase o:f the entire system.
We will examine the entire philosophy of Christian Science in order
to uncover the baais for its claim of healing, to see whether it can
effect any real cures, and to examine the appeal which it holds. We
shall include in this study the sources :from which Christian Science

1. Thie figure is given by the United States Census Bureau :for 1936,
as quoted :from Eastman E. Irvine, The World A]rnenac and Book o:f Facts for
.!2!!, p. 862. Thie same :figure isgivenin the 1947 edition '{p. 743) as
a 1945 :figure. It is difficult to obt·ain ~ statistics on Christian
Science because Mrs. Eddy says in her Manual ~ ~ Mother Church, Art.
VIII, Sect. 28, p. 48: "Christian Scientist shall not report for publication the number o:f the members of The Mother Church, nor that of the
branch churches. According to the Scripture they shall turn away :from
personality and numbering the people."
2. Mary Baker Eddy, Manual ~ !!!_! Mother Church The !'.!!:!! Church .2!
Christ Scientist _!!! Boston, Massachusetts, P• 17.

T111

has been dravn, and its stand toward Christian doctrine.
We shall base this etu4 on the literature of Christian Science.
Thie consists of its textbook, Science

!!!! Health ~ Key ~ lli Scrip-

tures, published by Mrs. Eddy in 1875; Mrs. Eddy's numerous other vrit1.nsa; and the current periodicals published. There is a prof'uee amount
of literature from which to select a bibliography of aecondar,J sources.
The authors of moat of theoe books have, however, written from a negative point of view. They have attempted to prove that Christian Science
ie neither Christian nor Scientific, 3 that it is entirely contrary to
the Bible. 4 Yet, ae Ballvald, one of the most objective authors, sa7s,
"In spite of sarcasm and invective, Christian Science has steadilygrovn. n5

Our primary purpose is to eX8Dline the philosophy, theolC>gy" and healing of Christian Science as objectively- as possible.

3. Mary Platt Parmele, Christian Science, !! 11 Christiant !! :!!
Sc1entif1cT, and others.
4. I. M. Haldeman, Christian Science.!!!!!!! Light ~ llolz Scripture,
and others.
4
5. A. M. Bellvald, Christian Science ,!!!! !!!! Catholic Faith, P• 3 •

AN EXAMIIATION OF TD PBILOSOPJI!', TBIOLOGY,

AID JmALIBG OF CBRIS'l'IAB SCIDCE
I. The Philosop~ of Christian Science
In examining the philoeop~ of Christian Science on the bas1e of

Mrs. Eddy's writings one encounters difficulties in detem1n1ng emctl.y
vhat she means by the various terms and expressions vhich she uses.

I'

_,,.

w;v_.t

//I

Bellwald attributes this to "the author's lack of' logical thinking and
of

~

mental training in phil.o sophical reasoning, and, secondly her

custom of putting strange, unconventional and fanciful meen1nge on the
most ordinary vords, thus intentionally introducing a source of' con-

,,..

f'U.sion and obscurity of' thought where clearness is above all desired."..: )
In all of her writings Mrs. Eddy attempts to explain ava7 the realities
of life, tries to de~ the existence of matter by Juggling the philosophical problems which baffled the minds of Plato, Berkeley, and Kant. 2
God

!! ~ ~ :Reality
- ----- - ----..

To Mrs. Eddy the only reality is God, but a God vho is a Principle,

a vo~ld of ideas and thoughts, a God that does not exist apart from the
mind of life that thinks God.

We let her speak:

If' as the Scriptures declare, God i~,i~-in-All, then
all must be Mind:, since God is Minde;

1. Ibid., p. 17.
2.

3.

George w. Sandt, ! !!:!!! Studz ~ Christian Science, P•
Mary kker Eddy, Rud1mental Divine Science, P• 12.

1
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I

•

t

2
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God and his ideas - that 1,slPIGod and the universe const1tute all that exists
The Science of Christianity is strictly monotheism,
and it has one God. And this divine 1nf'in1te Principle, noumenon and phenomena, is demonstrably the
self'-existent Life, Truth, Love, substance, Spirit,
Mind, which includes all that ~,, term implies, and
is all that is real and e t e ~
Thie Pri~i-ple "the one Ego, the one Mind, or Spirit called God
bas many synonyms. "6 Deriving the word God from the Saxon word tor God,
which is Good, she uses the tvo vords, God and Good as S7D,OD311JS.7 We
find other synonyms all meaning the one God: "Spirit, Life, Truth, Love,
combine as one, - and are Scriptural names for God. n8 Yet this God is
not a personal God as Christians believe.

"God is a. Person in the in-

finite scientific sense of Him,"9 she told the Mother Church in her
Anmml Address of June 1901.

By the infinite "scientific" sense of'

"Person" must be meant the 1ndividualit7 of God, for she vrote, "God
is indefinitely individual and not personal,@

an.d by the individual-

ity of God is meant the "i~inite and divine Principle • • •God is incorporeal, divine, supreme, infinite Mind, Spirit, Soul, Principle, Life,

Truth, Love,"11 but these capitalized terms are all depersonalized.
This depersonalized God, this Principle, is the only reality, is
All, ie One, which is the very "essence of Christian Science. " 12 In

4.

Mary Ba.leer Eddy, Unity of Good, p. 30.
5. Mary Baker Eddy, CbristTaiiscfence !!. Pantheism ~ other Mes!!S!! to the Mother Church, P• 12.
· --r. °Ma.ry Baker Eddy, Science and Health~ Kez !2 ~ Scriptures, P• 281.

7. Ibid., p. 286., and*r;rBakerEddy, M1sceUaneousWr1tinga, p. 26.,

and Christian Science vs. Pantheism, p. 3•

8. Eddy,

Science

and Health,

p.

275.

9. Eddy, CbristianScience vs. Pantheism, P• 6.

10. Eda,, Rudi.mental Divine Science, p. 8.
11. Eddy, Science and Health, p. 465.
12. From notes taken"at Lecture on Christian Science by lthrgaret Morison at the Eishth Church of Christ, Scientist, St. Louis, Januar,y 6, 194,8.

3

the Glossary of' Science and Health God 1a defined as: "The great I AM;
the al.1-lmoving, all seeins, all-acting, all-vise, all-loving, and eternal; Principle; Mind; Soul; Spirit; Life; all substance, intelligence." 1 3

So Mrs. Eddy argues, "Hov can there be more than allt"l4 Thus outside
of God nothing exists.

This only e::rtstence is identical vith Mind, which

Mrs. Eddy defines as: "The only I, or Ua; the only Spirit, Soul, diTine
Principie, substance, Life, Truth, Love; the one God;"l5 Since this eternal, immortal Mind is all that is real, the Mind of man, or mortal mind

is unreal and does not exist, reasons Mrs. Eddy, as she calls the very
term mortal mind a "solecism in l.angu.aee," and defines it as "1'othins
cla1.m1ng to be something." 16

- - ----

Man is a mode of' the Infinite Mind, according to Mrs. Eddy.

a thought, an idea, 17 a reflection of the eternal Principle, God.
mind always ha.a thoughts.

thoughts.

So God, as the Mind, thinks.

Be is

A

We are those

Sandt uses the analogy: "Think of t!Q'eelf as the orange Just

eaten, of' vhich only the pleasant idea is lett.• 18 Be is not part of
the Mind, but only the idea or thousht of it.
so this thought of God, reflects God.

As the sun reflects light,

The rays of the sun are not part

of the sun, but merely reflect the brilliance of the sun.

So 1n man,

"God re:t'lecta Himself, or Mind, but does not aubd.1Tide Mind, or Good,

13. Eddy, Science and Health, p. 587.
14. Ibid., p. 287. 15. Ibid., p. 591.
16. Ibid., pp. 114,591.
_..17. See the next chapter vb.ere the "idea" of Mrs. Eddy is Vi'!:J•V\,I,
in its relation to the idealistic philosophers.
18. Sandt, ~- ill•, p. 31.

into mind.a, good and evil."19
The word man Mrs. Eddy uses aa · the g~neric term for all humanit1',20
while staunchly maintaining the individualit;r of man:
maintain, the individualit;r of man."
tal, but individuall;r illlmortal."21

"I do not deny', I

"Buman beings are p~sicall;r morBe is individual and has a mortal,

peysical existence, although this mortal existence is not man in the
"spiritually scientific sense.
oounterf'eit of 1mmortal man. "22

A material, sinful mortal is but the

"Mortal man is the antipode of illlnortal

man, and two should not be oonfounded."23
Seeking the origin of that man, then, is like seeking the origin
of the sun.

It is prying into the origin of Mind.

Man is not created

by Mind, and thus the account in Genesis of man being formed of the
dust of the earth crumbles under Mrs. Eddy's interpretation: "The creative 'US' made all, and Mind vas the creator.

Man originated not from

dust, materiall;r, but from Spirit, spiritually. 1h1s work had been done;
the true creation was finished and its spiritual Science is alluded to
in the first chapter of Geneais."24 Thus man has no beginniDs for he is
eternally begotten of the Mind, although he originated spiritually from
the Spirit.

Since man is then spiritual, existing as a mode or reflec-

tion of God, he is immortal, p~rf'ect, ho~, in the iJnage of God.
Be is spiritual and eternal, and :1lllmortal mode of the
divine Mind. Man is the 1.mege and likeness of God, co-

existent and co-eternal with B1m.25

. 19. Mary' Baker Eddy, Betrospection and Introspection, p. 77 •
20. Eddy, Unitz of Good, p. b4 vhereehe also sqs, "Wanan is the
highest species of
and this word is the generic term for woman."
21. Ibid., pp. 58, 47.
22. Mar;, Baker Eddy, 1'0 and Yes, p. 25.
23. Eddy, Bo and Yes,p. 27 . 24. !!,~d1,-1iisc811ali8oua writings; . p. 57.
25. Ecuiy, !!£~!!,!, p. 25.

man,

5

The grand realism that man is the true 1.ma.ge of God,
not fallen or inverted, 1e demonatrated b7 Christian
Science and because Christ's dear dEIIIBDd., 'Be ye
therefore perfect~ is valid, it vlll be found possible to f'ulf'ill.

6

Summing up ve uee the vorde of an editorial in the Christian
Science Sentinel, "Christian Science defines man as conceived 1n Mind,
fashioned of Spirit, governed by Principle, endowed vlth Lii"e.

lie is

complete in Love, pure in Soul, stable in Truth."27

---

Matter Does lot Exist

On the basis that Mind and man as a mode of that Mind le all that
exist, Mrs. Eddy goes on to de?q" the reality of all matter. ~

is all

and nothing else can exist according to the syllogism:
MaJor premise:
Minor premise:
Conclusion:

Opposites can not exist.
Mind and matter are opposites.
~-;-/
Therefore Mind and matter can not exist~

So Mrs. Eddy says, "If' He is All he can have no consciousness of' e:r:qth1ng unlike Bimaelf'; because, if He 1s omni-present there can be nothing
outside of llimself'." 29 Convincing oneself' of that fact is becoming a
Christian Scientist, ie the road to the realization that matter ie unreal, an illusion of mortal mind.
Yet although matter is an illusion of the mortal mind, Christian
Science denies the existence of mortal mind, on the basis that the onlyreality is the Mind~

In explaining &V8.1' the reality of' matter, however,

it 'becomes neceesa:r., for Mrs. Eddy to 1.mp].J' that there is a mortal mind

26.

Eddy, Christian Science vs. Pantheism, PP• llf •

28.

L. J. Coppage, Christian Science.!!!~~ 2!.. Reason, P• 19.
Eddy, Unitz 2f.. ~ , p. 4.

27. Ivi.m;y L. Gvalter, "Heredtt7 Uprooted," Christian Science Sentinel,
n. (September 13, 1947), 16o5.
29.

6

of vhieh matter can be the illusion or phenomenon.

Then after she has

denied the existence of matter throuah this mortal mind, she can deJV'
the existence o'i" mortal mind itself'.
Matter is but the subJect1ve state of mortai mind. 30
By matter is co:mmonl.;y meant mind, - not the high&at
Mind, but a false form or m1nd .• . Matter testifies of
itself; but unless matter ie mind it cannot teetify. 31

At beat matter is only a phenomenon of mortal m1nd , of
which evil is the highest degree; but really there is
not such thing as mortal mind.32
Thus matter becomes dead and 11teless, non-existent, tor i t mat-

ter is but a mistake or mortal m1nd, if it does not exist, hov can it
have any lif'e , Mrs. Eddy reasons.

"Lif'e 1n matter is a dream. n33

. "Matter is inert; inam1nate, and eensat1onless. "34 "There is no connection between Spirit and matter.

Spirit never entered, and it never

escaped from ma.tter. 11 35
In the same vein of' reasoning, all of our experiences vith matter
which ve knov through the testimony of our senses must be denied.

"It

is dangerous to r~st upon the evidence of the senses, this evidence is
not absolute , and therefore not real, in our sense of the
Eddy says.

vord,"37 Mrs.

Thus all of our experiences vith matter, such as Jo7 and

pleasure, suf'fering and sickness , sin and death she calls a no-th, an

30. Mary Baker Eddy, ~~Church 2!_ Christ Scientist and~oellany, p. 108.
31. Eddy, Uni of' ~ , pp. 4ot.
32. Ibid., p. 2.
33. Eddy, Christian Science!!· Pantheism, p. 9.
34. Eddy, Rudim.ental Divine Science, p. 5.
35. Mary Baker Eddy, Christian Healing~~ People's~ 2!. ~,

ti

p . 18.

.
36. Eddy, Unity ,2! Good, p. 10.

7

illusion, a delusion, or nothing 3000 times in Science~ Health and
10,000 times in all of her vritinss together. 37 Thus to a Christian
Scientist absolutely nothins exists bu.t this God-Mind, and if ve vere
to carry this out as .Coppage does ve vou1d say with him, "So all of the
Bible, as well as all the Christian Science doctrines, learned by the

means of the five senses must be lost."38
To be a Christian Scientist then one .DD1St learn to d ~ ever;rthins
:material and cling to the truth that Mind is All.

One must "stud.7" as

they call it for "everything is as real as you make it and no more so," 39
which Gilmore even proves from the Bible, quotins Proverbs 23:7, "As a

man thinketh is his heart so he ia. 11 40
The

~

.!!. Spiritualization ~ Thought

The purpose and goal of Christian Science according to Mrs. Edd.7 is
three fold: "To heal the sick ••• raise the dead ••• preaching the Gospel."
By raising the dead is meant the "elevation of the understand.ins as will
enable thousht to apprehend the livins beauty of Love ••• "41 Thus a
Christian Scientist seeks, in his devotion to hie religion, the "elevation of hie underetandins," or the raising of hie thoughts in order to
transcend all material things and thus escape the realities of life and
exist only as a perfect reflection of God.

Thie is pure escapism.

The

form originated with Mrs. Eddy in the last cent1117, but is still taught,
believed, and practiced by Christian Scientist·s today, as Z.oe Cooil

J7. James H. Snowden, The Truth~ Christian Science, p. 124.
38. Copp96e, ,2R.. ill· ,P. ~
39. Edd.7, Unity of Good, p. 10.
40.
41.

Albert FieldGilmore, !!!! Christ~~ !!!2! ~ ' P•
Edq, Retrospection~ Introspection, PP• lo8f •
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writes in 1947: "Right where ve are 1e the place to release :material
th1nkins and to ·quietly know God's Allness,. thus maldng way ·for the
perfect ref'lection of' the d1Tine Mind, LoTe, which enfolds :mankind 1n
it all inclusivenese."42
To attain this goal of r_!least!._.f~e material one must pass
through three stages or degrees which are listed 1n Science~ lleal.th.

(~

- \ "depravity"

The unreal degree vhich is man as he is,
ev1mm1ng in hie eTil, mortal ,bel1eta. of
sin, sickness, and death. , ,;Ji)
' ..__..:;...'

( (2)

\..:_ ...

1 (

3 )/

.,.

"Evil beliefs disappearing"
The moral degree where the transitional
qualities of compassion, hope, faith,
meekness and temperance ~ppear.
11

understand1Dg"
The final degree of' reality. The eptr~
1tual stage vhere all is purity, love,
health, and holiness, where "mortal mind / ~
disappears, and men as God's imaee appears f~

)

That is the goal of Mrs. Ed~ and all Christian Scientists today, to
"wed" themselves with God, vhicll is, however, merel;r ratifying a "union

predestined from all eternity."44 That is not only .the goal, but Gil.more
makes it an obligation of everr Christian Scientist, an obligation vhich
if carried out could solve the world's problems and attain a lasting peace
and harmony among men.
And it is the obligation of mortals to lay off the false
material sense of man, of the counterfeit, which has developed through the eons of time, and seek man's true selfhood, the only selfhood that is real, perfect, and permanent.

42. Zoe Cooil, "Be Still and Knov", Christian Scientist Sentinel,
(December 6, 1947), 2118.
43. Ed~, Science and Health, pp. 115f'.
44. Eddy, Unitz .2f Good, p. 20.

n.
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To be sure; the true 'brotherhood is not attainable
except through spiritualization of thousht, throush
the gaining of the understanding of God; and Christ
Jesus that constitutes eternal life.45
Christian Scientists feel that it 1s their duty to help solve the
world's problems by sp1r1tual1z1ng the vorld, thus helping it to overcome its material beliefs. 46 At a testimonial meeting a man stated that
Christian Science mu.st help the starvation and famine in Europe by helping the people who are starving deny the fact that they are starving.
They must overcome their false material beliefs that there is a famine.47
Christian Scientists are firmly convinced that their religion is the solution to the world's problems, solves their

own

personal and their busi-

ness problems, helps them to make all their decisions 1n life, and gives
them t~e needed inspiration for success. We re~d mu.ch similar to what
Eric W. Carr says:
Christian Scientists are proving in their individual
experiences that business problems can be solved through
spir1tual1z1ng their outlook and motives ••• throush reflecting divine intelligence he may have an inspiration
as to what to do •••But come what may he should keep hie
thought enriched with a sense of spiritual unity with his
Father-Mother God, who always has a bountiful supply of
all good right at hand.48
The process by which a Christian Scientist attains his sp1r1tual1zat1on is known as "demonstration." To demonstrate means, according to

45. Gilmore, .22• cit., pp. 96, 119.
46. This is emphasized in a novel by George W. Louttit, ~ Edclyite.
We quote one passage for an example. Mr. and Mrs. Dore upon returning
home "deemed 1t their duty to lift the world from what they considered
the mortal error in which it vas valloving." P• 77 •
47. From notes taken at the Eighth Church of Christ, Scientist, St.
Louis, October 23, 1947.
48. Eric w. Carr, "Demand and Supply," ~ Herald of Christian Science,
French ed., XX (May 1937), 123ff.
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Leslie Sloat: "To keep in mind the thoueht that God is all and sickness
and other material evil is nothins, until the illusion disappears and ve

have no more sickness or other material evil.

The constant repetition of

Truth, whether to oneself or to. another, v1ll eventually destroy error
and bring relier.49
Thie epiritualization hold.a a definite appeal for the average man
and perhaps even more eo for the intelligent man.

Aside :from what is pos-

sibly ite greatest appeal - to cure disease - it has this further appeal
1n spiritualization in that it offers to man what he is searching for and

what he wants in life.

Man wants to enjoy life, to be :free from all worries

and cares, and this he seeks in his philosopey of life.

He van.ts to be free

from pain, disease, and death, which he seeks in science and medicine.

Be

wants to believe that he is good and perfect to salve his conscience and
his uncertainties about a future life, vhich he seeks in religion.

Al.l of

this Christian Science offers to him, giving him the chance to be religious,
and at the same time the opportunity to be a philosopher and a scientist.

Mark Twain puts it this way, "She has lifted them out of grief and care and
doubt and fear, and made their lives beautiful. 11 50 To a Christian Scientist
that is what it does for h1m - makes hie life beautiful, so that he can
feel that he has actually found the solution to all of the needs and problems of his life.51

49-. Leslie W. Sloat, "Mrs. Eddy's Christian Science," !!! Presbyterian
Quarterly, VIII ( October 1940), 'Rf.
50. Mark Twain, Christian Science, p.287. ·
51. Some authors fail to recognize this appeal as Casper B. ?lervig in
his book Christian 'l'ru.th and Religious Delusions, P• 121, vhere he 88J'S,
"Its vague emptineesexpreseed in high eoundins phrases appeals to certain
types of' people, especially to bored women with plenty of' money, more eo if
they are a little neurotic, notional, and afflicted vith ma.DY 1Jmg1nal7
ailmenta.• This is perhaps true to a certain extent, but it cannot be denied that Christian Science hae a further appeal which is attested to by- the
fact that its churches tod~ are full of not onl7 vomen, but many successful
business men.
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II. The Sources of Christian. Science Ph1losopb1'
The question as to the source of the philos~ of Christian

Science is of prime importance.

Mrs. Eddy maintains:

?fo human pen or tongue tausht me the Science contained

in this book, SCIE11CE AID BEALTR.

I have found nothing in ancient or 1n modern s7stems
on which to found my own, except the teachiDee and
demonstrations of our Great Master and the lives of
the prophets and Apostles. The Bible has been 'Jq
only author!t;y. I have had no othef guide in the
'straight and nan-ov W8.1'' of Truth.
There is, however, sufficient evidence on which to question this statement, first in regard to the langu.age and et7le used, and then 1n regard
to the content.

In e:mmining all of Mrs. Eddy's writings the first ques-

tion that arises, from the different language and et7le 1n each, is
whether she herself vas the sole author.

Mark '!'vain noticed this and

remarked that the contrast between the English of Science~ Health and

Mrs. Eddy's other writings "suggests - compels - the question; Are there
tvo gunet"2
In turnJng to the contlrilt ve learn that

Jll8lQ'

authors before Mrs.

Eddy wrote on the same principles vhioh form the basis of her philosop~.

~ue Mrs. Eddy is accused ot: direct plaeiarisms from Quimb7, Heeel, Carlyle,
Blair , Ami.el, Ruskin, Swedenborg, and of drawing fran the idealism of
Berk.'e leyJ;nosticism, Pantheism, and other philosophies. Ve shall then
examine the va1id1t7 of these accusations.

1.
2.

Eddy, Science ~ Health, PP• llO, 126.
'!'vain, ~· ~ . , P• ll7.
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Phineas Parkhurst Qu1mbz
The statement 1s made that Mrs. Ecld1' uaecl Quimby's manuscript,
Questions~ Answers, 1n fomul.ating her s,-stem of heal1ng, and 1n
particular in composing the chapter 1n Science

~

Health called "Re-

capitulation." 3
Phineas Parkhurst Quimby was an uneducatecl clock maker of' Portland,
Maine, who wider the influence of Charles Poyen, a French h1't>not1st, developed a system of mind heal1ng.4 He held that all the knowledge which
a man baa is baaed on hie opinions.

Thie he t ~ the world of matter,

which "embraces all that comes within the so-called senses. 11 5 The world
of science is, hovever, of God.

Q1.limby's obJect then was to separate

.

these two worlds, as he said, "Nov to separate .these two lt1ngdoms 1s
what I am trying to do. u6

Disease t .o Quimby is merely ·a wrong belief rooted in the subconscious 11:f'e of' man, in the world of matter 1n ~1ch man has two distinct
selves, which when out of' hanrtony causes .d isease • . "There is a principle
or inward man that governs the outward man •••and when these are at var'

iance or out of' tune, disease 1s the effect, vh1le· by harmonizing them
health of the body 1s the result."7 He then calls diseas~ the result of
an "opinion," f'or which he use~ the emmple of one vbo believes he committed the unpardonable sin.

He reasons tbat such a man gets nervous

3. The contents of' this chapter have also been compared with the
philosophy of' the vegetarian and v i s i ~ , Alcott, which he attempted
to practice in his colony, "Fruitlands.
4. Edwin F. Dakin, !!:!• Ed:,, !!! BiograP& 2£. .! Virginal. !!!!l.!, P• 38.
5. Snowden, 21?· .2!!•, p. 3.
6. Ibid.
·
7. Woodbridge Riley, Fredrick W. Peabody, and Charles B. Haniston,
!!!! Faith, ~ Falsity, ,!!!:! Failure 2!_ Christian Science, P· 46.
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because, "hie thoue}lt ie then attached to the ein of his belief and
hie belief is eome one's opinion about a passaee 1n the Bible ••• I have
to destroy hie opinion, and th1e deetroye the effect vhich i~ diaease."8

In the healing of disease the object then vas· to take away the belief in the existence of sickness vhich is done "'.rh:rough the ,tru.th,
namely that truth, that God himself is perfect health, and that man
lives and is in God ... 9 Quimby explains his practice of heeJ1ng:
My pract-i ce is unlike all medical practio~ ••• I give

no medicine and make no outward application, but simpl7
sit by the patient, tell h1m what he thinks 1s his disease, and my explanation is the cure ••• If I ·succeed in
correcting hie error, I change the fluids in his e1stem,
and eetablieh the truth or health. The truth is the cure.
This mode of treatment applies to all caaes.10
To thie mind healer Mrs. Ed~ came in search of a cure in 1862 of
her ailment, which has been termed "chronic invalidism."11 She studied
hie philosophy and when he died in 18(i6 she appropriated hie e1stem of
healing and proclaimed it as her ovn.

A copy of- Quimby's manuscript,

Questtone and Anevers ehe then used 1n the classes of her. Boston Metaphysical College where she was teaching her philosophy and healing.

It

is known that in 1867 she, then Mrs. Glover, lived in Stoughton vith
Hiram Crafts and taught a "mental healing ehe said she learned from Dr.

P. P. Quimby."12 From 1868 to 1870 she lived vith Mrs. Sally Wentworth

to whom she taught her system of healing.

8. Horatio

Mrs. Wentworth made a copy of

W. Dresser, The Quimby Manuscripts, P•

9. L. F. Fuerbringer, Th.Enselder,

287 •

and P. E. Kretzmann, "Christian

Science," The Concoittif Cyclogtia, p. 141.
10. Snowden, .2R• cit., p.
•
11. Charles w Ferguson The Bev Booke of Revelations, P· 212.
12. Fredrick
PeabodJ': 0ompleteiipoeure !i!!. Eddyism ~ Christian
Science, pp. 15-17 •

V.

..
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Quimby's me.nuscript, which Mrs. Glover had, under her direct supervision.
This Wentworth manuscript is still 1n existence today 1n Mrs. l;fentvorth'a
handwriting with corrections and interllneations in Mrs. Glover's handwriting.

Mrs. Wentworth'·s daughter said, "It vaen•t safe for 8.D1'bo4

to say anything to me against Mrs. Glover ••• I often uaed to hear h~ B8.7,
'I learned this from Dr. Quimby."13

Mrs. C;Lapp, a cousin, states:

She wasn't content with mentionins once or twice that
she had learned this from Dr . Quimby; she repeated it
so often that we got deadly tired of hear1J;ls it •••She
voul.d often fold her hand.a softly in her lap, smile
gently, nod her head slowly at almost every word, and
say in a sweet voice, .emphasizing every time the words
"learned," "Quimby," "promise," "two," and "die:" "I
learned this from Dr. Quimby and he made me promise ·to
teach it to at least two persons before I die."14
Thus Mrs. Milmine after, a diligent study wrote to George A. Quimby,

P. P. Quimby'a son, on October 25, 19()5:
It 1a quite true that she (Mrs. Eddy) did use your
father's Ma. entitled "Questions and Answers" to teach
1mm in the beginning ••• hired a student to make copies
of it for the use of each pupil. I have photographs of
one of these oopies ••• vith the change of a word here
and there, it is entirely your father's Ms. This manuscript of your father's was used largely to for.ma chapter
called "Recapitul.ation" in "Science and Health·' 1n later
years but with new edition it vae revised until the present chapter of that title is a long way off from the
original. Nevertheless this is the only chapter in her
book from which her students are taught 1n classes, todq
. •••So everybody vho is learning C. S. healing todq is
learning ••• almost directly from your father's old manuscript.15
It is almost universall.y agreed that Mrs. Eddy did pl.asiarize

from Quimby, using the Quimby-Glover Manuscript, -,,hiph George A. Quimb;r

13. Ibid.

14.

Ibid.
Georgine Milmine, The .Life !!!_ ~ !!!5!!: !!· ~
~ ~ Christian Sc1ence7P.""'43b.
15.

2 ~

His-
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said vae a copy ot hie father's JIIIDU8cr1pt.

Actual parallels are dravn

by Peabody:
Quimby-Glover-Manuscript

Science and Health

Error is sickness,
Truth ie health.

S1oknesa is part of the error
which tr11th caata out.
(ed. of 1898, p. 478)

God is truth.

' God 1s truth.

Error is matter.

(1889, p. 183)

Matter 1e mortal error.16
(1881, p. 169) .

Thus Mrs. Ed.q's philosophy and syet• of beaJ1ng have their roots
in Quim.byiem, even if she glorified his system, dressed it in a cassock,
or as Dakin puts it "exhausted almost all the variations which her imagination coul.d weave around the central core of Qu1mb7'a tho1J8b.t."17 Mrs. Eddy
continued to deny these accusations diaplqing a court decision to prove
the originality ot her writings.

The case was that of Edward J. Ahrens, a

German adventurer vho JJBde extracts trom Science~ Health.

Mrs. Eddy

sued him, but since he tailed to make a defense the court "adJused hie publications infringements of Mrs. Eddy's copy."18 lfo :further answer has been
made by Christian Science or Mrs. Eddy to whom these accusations had been
made personally while she was 1et alive.
Philosopl4cal Idealism
The philosophy underlying Quimbyiam and Mrs. Eddy's version ot it
antedated them both.

This philoaopq is philosophical idealism which holds

that Spirit and its formations a.re the only realities.

These formations

are called "activities or the infinite Spirit," and make up vhat 1s known

16.
17.
18.

Peabody, ~· ill•, pp. 18tf.
Dakin, .2E• ~., p. 533.
Peab~, .2E• ill•, p. 25.
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as the material univerae.19 God is the infinite an4 eternal Spirit vho
created finite spirits and the material world, but onl7 as a mode of hie
d1Tine vlll.

Thus as in Christian Science God ia all that exists vith

man as a mode of that God, so 1n phlloaophical idealism, man is a forma-

tion of' the infinite Spirit.

The difference lies 1n this that· Mrs. Ed.4

goes on and makes the material world one great f'alait7, vhile 1n idealism
it is a formation of God.

It seems as if she meant to make matter a sub-

Jective idea of the mind, but mde the idea an illusion and delusion of
mortal mind and then mortal mind itself a delusion.

Thus Christian Science

has been called an "ignorant and spurious form"20 of idealism, but is baaicall7 the doctrines of' '"Berkele7, Lotze, Paulsen, Bovne, Ro7ce, and

JJl8Iq

other thinkers from Plato dovn to our dq, 21 although Mrs. F.dd7 maintains
that she had not read one line of Berkeley vhen she published her work
Science.~ Health.22
Christian Science then is a form of idealism differing only in that
it denies the reality of matter while ideal.ism affirms its true nature and
existence as a manifestation of God, thus at best it can be called nothing
2

more than an "illegitimate and deformed child of idealism." 3

The most recent proof to attest the above accusation is the discover.,
of' a manuscript b7 Haushalter vlth which he proves that Mrs. Eddy -.a influenced b,- the idealism of' Hegel.

This is a twelve page document written

b7 a Dr. Francis Lieber, under the pen

D8ll18

of Christian Hermann, 1n

1866.

19. Snowden, ..2:2• cit., p. 122.
20. Th. Engelder,V. Arndt, Th. Graebner, and F. E. Mia¥er, Popular
SJJJlbolics, p. 457.
21. Snowden,~. cit., p. 150.
22. Eddy, Christian Science !!. Pantheism, P. 24 •
23. Snowden, 2E• ill·, p. 15.
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Thia paper vaa entrusted to Mrs. Elnet Crafts trail vhom Mrs. Eclq obtained
it.

'l'he title which Lieber placed on the cover ot the Dlt.lU18cr1pt 1a "The

Metaphysical Religion ot Regel." Beneath this Mrs. Bd.47 vrote, "•. B.
'l'h1s is Metaphysical Basis ot Healing and Science ot Health, same as
'Christ-pover' and Truth-power. n24 From this manuscript it appears that

Mrs. Eddy has me.de direct plagiarisma acoord.1.Dg to the parallels vh1ch
Haushalter drave, such as:
Metaphysical Religion ot !!t5el

Science and Health

llegel'a science brings to light
Truth and its supremacy.

Christian Science briDga to
light Truth and its supremac7.

J'av people comprehend what Hegel
1n his science means by reflection.

J'ev people comprehend vhat Christian Science lll88D8 b7 the vord
refiection.25

As to the actual philosop~ of Hegel similarities vi.th Christian

Science seem quite evident.

Hegel held an obJective idealism in vhich

the only reality was "Mind differentiated into Ideas;" and human minds
being parts of the Absolute Mind of God., m.tter being an "expression or
method of reflection of the Infinite Mind. n26 Mrs. Ed~ perYerted this
objective idealism into a subJective idealism completely denp.ng the existence of matter.
Hegelianiem presents man as a wave on the sea, having tom and beauty
for the moment but losing identity the next instant and being lost 1n the
ocean of successors.

Sim11aril.7 Mrs. Eddy presents man as a reflection

of God., but adds the sinlessness and deathleesneaa to the individual man
whereas Hegel attributed them to the "Rose of Man. "27 In regard to her

2~.

25.
26.

27.

Walter M. llausbalter,
Ibid., pp. 23f.
Ibid . ., pp. 49f'.
Ibid • ., pp. 53f.

!!£!•

~ Pllrloina

!!:2! Hegel.,

PP• 11-21.
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teaching concerning Christ, Mrs. ,Eddy did preaumabl.1' vbat Kegel did, subordinate the historical Jesus to the metaphysical Christ-Idea.28 Thus on the
baeis of the direct parallels dravn and the s1m1lar1t;r of ph1loaopq ve may

veil conclude with Bo.uahalter that Mrs. Eddy did use L1eber's manuscript

.

.

as a source o:.: her theories.

The relationship is best described as that

of a "'cracked or bent mirror reflecting a distorted, warped image

or the

real. "29
Gnosticism
It has a1ao bean charged that Mrs. Eddy's system resembles Gnosticism.
The Gnostics taught that the vorld of matter is evil since it cannot have
its origin in God Yho 1a a Spirit.

Some observers sq that Christian

Science b;r teaching that man is a reflection of God Tirtually holds that
there are emanations of the Deity- "and this is essentially a recurrence
of the Gnostic teaching."30 Christian Science at first seems to teach a
monism, stressing constantl.J' the one Principle or Mind.

Yet it speaks of

a mortal mind in contrast to the divine Mind and thus 1n essence teaches a

dualism, which leads to perfection1sm by the rising above this mortal mind
to a union with Mind.
thought. 3l

This is the process called apir1tual1zation of

In Gnosticism man is spiritual and therefore must :f'ree himself

from this physical world of evil b7 ascending above it to a perfect life,
which 1s age.in the dualism leading to perfectionism.

Mr. Wiggin, the Unitarian minister who revised Science~ Health for
Mrs. Eddy, wrote in a letter of December 14, 1889, "Christian Sci.ence in

~ . , PP· 57r.
Ibid., p. 48.
6
30. Paul G. Strickert, Gnostic Elements~ Christian Science, P• :r •
31. Soe Chapter I portraying spiritualization as the goal of all Christian Scientists.
28.

29.
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its theological side, is an ignorant form of ancient Gnosticism, that Jesus is to be distinguished from the Christ, and that his earthly appearance was phantasmal, not real and fleshy. •t 32
Thus Christian Science lll8J' veil be· termed a revival of ancient Gnostic ideas, "but with the feature of meta.physical healing added for the sake
of appeal, giving it a new allurine brilliance to deceive the unvar.,.33
Pantheism
There is also a definite similarity between Christian Science and
Pantheism, although Mrs. Eddy is ve"r7 definite in her denials of' such sim1lar1t1es.

Pantheism is the theo"r7 that there is one infinite, eternal.,

impersonal substance which 1s the totality of all reality.

Mind is God

and there is no substance, life, or intelligence apart from God.

sound~ much like Mrs. Eddy in Science
neither youns nor old.

!!!! Health,

This

"Man in Science is

Be has neither birth nor death,"34 or in her mes-

sage to the Mother Church of 19()0, ttMan and universe co-exist vith God in
Science, and they reflect God and nothing else. 11 35 Ber Tievs that "God
is All-in-All," or that man is only an "'idea" or a "reflection" of God and
has no existence a.part from God is ttpure pantheism. n36 The ve"r7 idea that

all senses, pleasure, and pain are to be extinct in Christian Science is a
"pure, passive unconsciousness in· vhich the human soui is merged in God as

32. Snowden,~- cit., p. 93.

33. Bervig, op. ctt., p. 121.f. also dravs the f'ollovine comparison:

Gnosticism comes from the Greek word >"f' .i,ih'" 1Y meanine knowledge; science
comes from the La.tin word, scientia meanine knowledge. Thus Christian
Science and Gnosticism both imp~ a "superior brand of Christian knowledge.••
and Christian Science might veil be called Modern Gnosticism."
34. Eddy, Science and Health, p. 244.
35. Eddy, ChristianScience !!• Pantheism, p. 4.
36. Snowden, s>R• ill·, p. u5.
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rain drops in the aea."37 Thus man in Christian Science is to God as a
vave or spray or foam is to the sea; this is pantheism, for this holds that
God is in the universe and its processes.

Mrs. Eddy s eems to define Pantheism differently.

She said that Chris-

tian Science "looms above the mists of pantheism higher than Mr. Ararat
above the deluge." 38 She says that the word "Pan" comea from a Greek ~holog1cal deity of that name, and "theism" is a "belief concerning Deit7 in
theolog," Therefore pantheism

~

be defined as "a belief' in the intelli-

gence of matter." 39 Thus pantheism to Mrs. Ed~ is not the "universe in
God" but intelligence in matter. n40

This intelligence of vhich she speaks

is God himsel.:f, for ve read that God is "the only intelligence of the universe. n41
Therefore in the final analysis Mrs. Edcq defined Pantheism not as
the other pantheists, "matter is God," but that "God is ma.tter."42 The
distinction is tine, and so most authors would agree with Dresser that
Christian Science "viewed through the lens of theology is practically pantheism; a pantheism retracted from the ancient Vedanta philosophy, with
its illusion theory of the outer world, through the dazzling prism of

mod~rn philosopby."43
Transcendentalism
Mrs. Eddy' a childhood years were spent in Bev EDsland which at that

time was submerged in a "wave of mental science, en1mal magnetism, and
clairvoyance.

The atmosphere vas charged vith the occult movement ranging

37. Ibid., p. 112.
38. Eddy, Christian Science!!.· Pantheism, P• 2.
39. Eddy, Science and Bsalth, p. 129.
40. Bellvald, ~- cit., p. 64.
41. Eddy, Science and Health, p. 330.
42. Yet as has beenpointed out above there is no matter.
only e.n illusion of mortal mind and does not exist.
43. Dresser, ~- ill•, p. 224.

Matter is
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all the way f'rom phrenoloa and mind-reading to German tranece~entallsm. 1144

Thus 1n formulating her philosophy of' heaUng, Mra. Eddy perhaps quite natural.1,7 was inf'luenced by this environment, althoueh man;, authors seem to
make unwarranted statements as to the extent of' the 1nf'luence of' these

trends • . There is little doubt that she vas influenced by transcendentalism, as for instance 1n her doctrines of' identity and retlection vhich in
the opinion of Haushalter must be attributed to the German 'l'ranscendentalists like Shelling, Fichte, Herbart, and others.45 She came, however, more
directly under the influence of llev England Tranecendentalism.46 vhich vaa
idealistic, in that it dealt with the thoughts and ideas which do not der1ve their validity from the sense perceptions.

It vas concerned vith

"high th1nk1ng11 47 and lacked realism as does Christian Science.

Yet Mrs.

Eddy states, "'We are not transcendentalists to the extent of' extinguish-

ing ~h1ng that is real. n48 They do not e:xt1Dgl11eh them but merely deJl1'
their reality.

Thus Christian Science althoush it is not pure transcen-

dentalism, does have roots 1n it.
~

Plagiarisms

It is quite evident that 1n the writing af Science!!!! Health Mrs.
Eddy made f'ree use of a book called Philosophic Nuggets which contains

44. Milmine, .21?.· cit., p. 20.
45. llaushalter, ~· cit., pp. 6f'.
46. Kev England Transcendentalism was a movement between 1830-1850 related to the change from Calvinism to Unitarianism in Maaeachuaetta. In
the process of' change it was influenced by the philosophy of' Jrant and Cousin,
by the theolOQ of' Sehliermacher, and the speculation of' Keoplatonism. Thus
'l'ranscendentalism became a pantheistic philosophy suppos~ fostering philanthropy in revolt of materialism. Its main representatives were Emerson,
Bedee, Alcott, Thoreau, and Margaret Fuller who made their headquarters the
Brook Farm near Boston. Engelder and others, ~· ill·, P• 428.
47. Ibid.
48. ~ , Christian Science!!• Pantheism, p. 5.
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vorkB of Carl;rle, Blair, Amiel, and Ruskin.

Thia book vas publlahed on

October 21, 1899, and a copy vas given to Mrs. Eddy as a Christmas gif't.
We quote a few of the almost direct plagiarisms from Haushalter.
Carlyle

Science and Health

••• it vae the unseen and spir1 tual in them which determines
the outward and actual. (p. 30)
Ruskin

••• to vork out the spiritual
which determines the outward
and actual. (p. 2~)
Miscellany

••• a little group of vise hearts
is better than a wilderness full
of foola; (p. 89)

A small .group of' vise thinkers
is better than a wilderness of'
dullards and stronser than the
night of empires. (p. 162)

Amiel
The redeemed are happier than
the elect. (p. 89)

•••the redeemed should be happier than the elect. ( p. 229)49

Rev. Hugh Blair' a sermon "The Man of Integrity" was adopted ~ ~ 1n a
Message to ~ First Members. 50 Mrs. Ed~ even misquotes.

Blair- tried

to explain how tho pm,er of the music of' Mozart and Beethoven stirred him.
Foeling for ,rorde 1n ta.lldng about Beethoven he mentions, "The paver of'
mea.sur1ns himself against deeper grief. "51 Mrs. Edq ascribes this incorrectly to Mozart 1n Science' !!!! Health, "Mozart rests you.

To me his

composition is the triumph of art, for he measures himself. against deeper
srief' • 0 52

Thus it is clear that Mrs. Ed~ c1rev directl.7 f'rom Carlyle,

Ruskin, Amiel, and Blair through Philosophic Buggeta.
A ~her plagiarism of th~ "Scottish Divine," Hugh Blair vaa through

49. Haushalter, ~· ill•, PP• 112f' •
50. Ibid.
51.
52.

Ibid., PP·

n6r.

.

Edq, Science_!!!:!! Health, p. ll.
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Lineley Murray's book, known as the Murrq Reader,53 a copy ot which was
found 1n Mrs. Eddy's library.

In Mrs. Eddy's annual Message ot 1895 she

gives a brief introduction of her own and then begins to copy Blair's
sermon beginning on page 89 of the Murray Reader.

The tolloving ia a

specimen of the plagiarism:

Blair

Mrs.

The upright m:m is guided by
a fixed principle of mind, vhich
determinea him to esteem nothing
but what is honourable •••

Ed.dz

The upright man is g11ided b7
a fixed Principle, vhich destines h1m to do nothing but
what is honorable ••• 52

Thie goes on para.graph a.i'ter paragraph, copied e.l.JDoat word tor word.54Mra. Eddy also plagiarized from Mr. Wiggin, a retired Unitarian minister.

She hired him to revise the 5th edition of Science~ Health, but

he told her that he "could do nothing by mere~ .correcting the manuscript'
that to improve it he would have to largely rewrite it."55 Whether he did
mu.ch actual revriting then we do not know.

Jlia main Job vas to correct the

l.angu.aee and make it more readable, although he did persuade her to omit a
part of' the chapter on Malicious An1maJ Magnetism and was al.loved to insert
in its place a part of hie sermon, "Wa;rside B1nts. "56. Bellvald says that
Mr. Wiggin later knew ,t hat Mrs. Eddy called this chapter her ovn but that
only made him chuckle. 57 Mrs. Eddy herself' denies the charge sa;rins, "Mr.
Calvin A. Fey copied my writings, and he vill tell 7ou that Mr. Wiggin left

53.

The full title is: The English Reader, ,5?!: Pieces~ Prose~ Verse
!!:2! the Best Writeraj designed to assist Youns Persons !2 !!!! ~ Propriety andEttectj lm:J)rove -~
Language,!!:!!! Sentiments, ~~Inculcate
theMost Important Principles !!!_Pietz!!!! Virtue.
54. Dakin, ~· cit., p. 535tt.
55. llaushalter, ~- cit., pp. 50-55.
56. Bellwald., ~· cit."; p. 70.

57. ~ .

-

'1117 doctrine quite out of' the question, sometimea s ~ 'I wouldn't express

it that ~.n55 The f'act remains, however, that he vorlcecl on the ataf'f' of'
the Christian Science Journal f'or f'our years and vas told b7 Mrs. Mq in
person, "Mr. Wiggin, do you know, I sometimes believe God speaks to me
through you. 0

58

'!'here ie no evidence here that Wiggin saturated Science and Keal.th
vith hie Unitarianism, although Bellwal.d makes the observation that "With
the possible exception of' her idea of' the ine:d.etence of' matter and erti,
Mrs. BddJ' took her Christianity ae she found it in Wev England Unitarianism, with which it is in the main identical, neither better nor notab~

vorse."59
The Gioeeary of Science~ Health seems to be an outgrowth of' Krnrnanuel Swedenborg• s Dictionary

.2f. Correepoodencee,

published in Boston, 1847.

Haushalter f~·ele that Mrs. lddy chose 1n her Glossar., vords f'or interpretation which were in the Dictionary

2! CorreaPondencea.

A f'ev of' the parallels

which he drave are:
Science and Bealtk

Swedenborg

ABX. By the Ark going forvard,

AS • •••The ark indicates temp-

tations overcome and f'olloved b7 emltations.

were represented combats
and temptations.

DAB. All kinds of error.

D~. (Jacob's son) ••• error, vork-

SlJll ••••• signifies Bis divine

. SUJf •••• is a figure of divine
Lite and Love.

Love.
BAIID •••• in the Word denotes
power.

58. Haushalter, .2E• cit., pp. 50-55,
59. Bellvald, .2E• cit., P• 174.
60. -H aushalter, .2E• cit., pp. 123f'f'•

1.Dg out the degrees of' error •

JiAI]) • ••• in Bible usage
r

•

oft~

means spiritual power.
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J'erguson links Mrs. Ed~ v1th .the Svedenborgians through

BTSDS:

Quimby and

"Warren Felt Evans, vho shepherded a small flock of Svedenborgians

1n Bev Hampshire, vae the first oracle of the new therapeut1am taught b7
Ph1neae Parkhurst· Quimby and later filched by

MaJ7 Baker Bcldy. n61 ,

llausbalter

thinks that . she borrowed ideas and expreeaions also tromAndrev Jackson
Davia, a Svedenborgian around Bev York, in 1826. 62
. J'urther Comparisons ,

·

Some authors hold that Mrs. Edd)' 1s 1.Ddebted to the Shakers for cues
1n the final aeeemblying of her ideas, although Dakin holds that much of

this has been mere conjecture. 63 :rerguson agrees vith Dakin that although
in her childhood she knew of the Shakers vho vere only five miles frail her
home in Tilton, "It is easy to exaggerate the similarities between the Shakers
and certain Christian Science customs."~

Snowden does, however, drav com-

parisons taking the sect of Ann Lee at Bast Canterbur7, •ev Bempahire, near

Tilton:
Christian Science
Our Father-Mother God

no audible prayer
Mary Baker Eddy inspired
Church of Christ, Scientist
gift of healing
Mother

discourage marriage

Shakers
Our rather and Mother
no audible prayer
Ann Lee inspired

The Church of' Christ
gi:rt of healing ·
Mother

enjoined celibacy65

Spiritualism has also been named as a ·source of Christian &cience ph11osop~ by Jlauehalter:

61. l'erguson, .2E•

"Her phrase •:rather-Mother Ood' and her addiction to

ill·,

p. 16o.
pp. 1201" •
Dakin, on. _cit., p. 13.
l'er8U90~ ·.2E. ·i ll· , p. ~.
~novden, .2E· ill•, p. 17. ·

62. Haushalter, .2E· £.!!•,
63.

64:.
65.

L
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the ancient :Bab7l9nian creed of t~ ·ma1e-f~e Principle ot CJ!'eation, had
drifted down through the 'Banners of Light, ' a .S Piri:tuallstic paper." 66
.
.
'1'he philosophy of a man named Al.cott ~ ~ compe.red to i;he chapter
1n Science

~ Health called "Recapitulation. "67 Alcott

vaa a vegetarian

. and visionary vho founded the strange ph1losop)aic colo!V' ot ":rruitlands."

He held that God, Spirit or Idea vae the first Principle, vho created be......,'1,9--~
like himself, differing only in degree.

!heae pure souls haTe a tree vill

and can lapse , thus creating a bo4 for themselTes.

'J,t such a comparison

with Christian Science vere valid ve could compare it ~th

8.IQ"

ph1losoplq. 68

Likewise not much faith can be . placed in the comparisons
Yi.th Docetism,
.
Manichaeanism, and Ricolaitanism.,69 or vith ret1sh1sm, the vorship of relics,
and even devil worehip.70 There '1IJ41' be a grain
of truth in .'the
comparisons
.
.

made vith the Oriental Religions, Hinduism, Budh1sm, an4 Brahm.1.n1sm.

Gauss

mentions a native of India, Pundita Ramabai, the daughter of a ~ i t , a
high caste Brahm.in, who became a Christian.

She came to America and said

of Christian Science: "I recognize it as being the aame philo~ophy that has
been tausht among my people for

4000

years.

It baa ruined millions of 11ves

and caused immeasurable suffering and sorrov 1n rq land, for it is based on

1

selfishness and kn.ova no sympathy or compaseion •••• "7

Tb.us va conclude that, although unfounded overatatments have been made,
it 1e evident that Mrs. Edq plagiarized not. only parts of her phil(?soph7,

66 • .Haushalter, ~· cit., p. 8.
67.
above where vetre.cecl "RecapitulatiQn" to Quimby's manuscript,
Questions and Answers.
68. Biley, ~. c1t. , pp. 32f •
69. J. H. Gause, God's Truths versus ~ Theories, P • ll5 •
70. Snowden,· .2R.• ill•, pp·. 133, 156~
71. Ge.us·s , ~· ill·, p. ll6.

See
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but also some of the actual vorda into vhich she put it.

Yet Yith all the

odds and ends which she pieced together she did make a new system all her
own, as one would make a new patch quilt from odd pieces of material gathered and collected from many sources.
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III. TBE THEOLOGY OF C!IRISTIAB SCIEICE

---

Treatment of' the Bible

Christian Science seems to accept the Bible.
"The Bible has been my only authorit7.~

Mrs. Eddy even says,

The Bible is read in eveq Chris-

tian Science church before a passage from Science !;!!A Health.

It quotes

the Bible in its current publications as freel7 as it does Mrs. Edd,-'a vorka.
Yet in reality Mrs. Edd7 did not regard the Bible as the inspired and infallible revelation of God, for as Snowden states, she "drives a dislocating plowshare throueh the Bible from Genesis to Revelation and leaves it
a different book in every word and idea."2
Mrs. Eddy eliminates those parts of' the Bible which do not suit her,

as for instance the second chapter of Genesis. She resarda that chapter as
a "material viev of God" which is the exact opposite of scientific truth"
as recorded in the first chapter.

the f'alsit7 of the second.

"The Science of the first record proves

If one is true, the other is false, for the7 are

antagonistic. n3 The parts of the Bible that Mrs. Edq did retain, she interprets to suit herself' as she did the first chapter of Genesis.

She resards

that chapter as the true account of creatio~ and 7et she does not treat it

Edd,-, Science and Health, p. 126.
Snowden, 2R• ctt., p. 167.
3. Edd,-, Science~ Health, p. 167. Baldemann, .2!• ill·, P• 381,
!uotes the 1893 editionof' Science !!!! Beal.th in vhich Mrs. Edd,7 said,
It must be a lie."
1.

2.
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as God's Word.

To her "bes1nn1ng" means " ~ .2!!z,

-

that is, the eternal

verity and unity of God and man, including the universe. 11 4 !'here vaa no
beginning.

There was no creation, for Mrs. Eddy continues, "This vork had

been done; the tru~ creation we.a finished and its spiritual Science is

alluded to in the first chapter of Geneeia."5 Thus a Christian Science editorial in the Sentinel can refer to the first chapter of Genesis as the

"garden of Eden Allegory, and the temptation b7 the Devil
11

as "error's ser-

pentine suggestion."6

In the earlier years of Christian Science their utter disregard for the
Bible was more apparent.

In the 1890 October issue of the Journal Mrs. Eddy

wrote, "Let the Bible alone for three months or more.
think of it.

Don't open it, nor

But dig day and night at SCIDCE AID BEALTB~ T ~ Chris-

tian Science accepts the Bible but places it on an equal basie vith Mrs.
Eddy's vritinga.
~

Yet she ordained that the Bible together with Science

Health be the pastor of the Mother Church.

"I, Mary Baker Eddy, ordain

the BIBLE, and SCIEB'CE A11D mw::rB WITH KEY TO TD SCRIPltJRIS ~ PASTOR OVER
TBE M<Yl'HER CHURCH, - The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Bost~, Mase.,
- and they will continue to preach for this Church and the vorld.~

But Mrs. Eddy goes even 'farther.

She cla1ms that her Kez ~~Scrip-

~ is the only means given by God for the correct understanding of the

Bible vith its principle of healing.

"Even Scripture gave no direct inter-

pretation of the Scientific basis for demonstrating the sp~tual Principle

4. ~ . ' p. 502.

Eddy, Miscellaneous Writings, p. 57.
·
·
"
John Randall Dwm "Do Drugs and Liquor bring Beal Satisfactiont
Christian Science Sent1~1, ILVI (February 19, 1~4), 297~ · ·
7. Ernest Sutherland Be.tea, and John V. Dittemore, !!!!Z Baker~,
!!! Truth and the Tradition, p. 3o4.
8. Eddy, Manual !!f ~ Mother Church, Art. llV, Sect. 1, P• 58 •.
5.

6.
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of healing until our Heavenly Father eav flt, throush the Kez
tures,

1n Science

~

~

the Scrip-

· Health, to 'Unlock this JQ'&ter:, of godliness. •9 ·

Thus

Mrs. Eddy 'is actually the authority ·rather than Scripture, for she is the

only key to 1te proper understanding.

According to Dr. George Tomkins, D.D.,

C.S; this ·was prophesied in the Revelation of St. John:
We consciously declare that Science!!!! Health, ~ Key

Scriptures, vas foretold, !!!. ,!!!!! !!!. ~ author,
She is the "mighty
angel," or God's highest thought to this age (Terse 1),
given us the spiritual interpretation of the Bible in
the 'little book open' {verse 2). Thus ve prove that
Christian Science 1s the second coming of Christ - 'l'ruth Spirit.10

!2,

~

Mary Baker Eddy, in Revelation X.

We conclude Christian· Science treatment of the Bible vith sentences

gleaned from Science~ Health~ Miscellaneous Writipgs contrasting the
regard for the Bible and Science!!!'.!:! Health:
Science

Bible

(1) In parts composed of legends, metaphor, fablee,
allegories, and JQ'ths.
(2) Full of' mistakes.
( 3) Full of thousands of errors.
(4) A compilation of human
documents.
( 5) Contains statements which
are not true.
~

~

Health

(1) Revealed Truth, the
perfect vord of God.

(2) Uncontaminated truth.
(3) Truth vithout mixture
ot huJDan ·error.
(4) D1nne teaching.
(5} Infallible teaching.ll

Trinity

fChr1etian Science cl.aims to believ~. 1n a Trinity, yet by trinity it
doe; not mean one

~ in three pe~oru{D

"The name Elohim is in the plural,

but this plurality of Spirit does not imply more than one God, nor does it

9. Eddy, Retrospection and Introspection, P• 51.
10. Mark Twain, Christian Science, P· 67.
U. E .• R. notsohe, Christian Spbollcs, or Exposition of' . the Distinctive
Chara:cterietice of the Catholic, Lutheran and Reformed Churches as veil as·
the Modern Denominations and Sects represented in this country, P• 389, as
quoted from Sohaf:f-Herz Encycl., Vol. X, 2'17.

.-,

1mpl.1' three persons in one," 12 Mrs. Eddy a~. Ber trinity constitutes
Lif'e, Truth, and Love, "the .triune Person called God, - that i~ the triplJ'
divine Principle, Love.

They represent a trinity in unity, three in one, -

the same in essence, though multifonn in office."
Mrs. Eddy can hardly be said to speak of a personal God, still lees
of' three distinct persons in one divine essence as the Christian Church conf'eeees in i ta creeds.
Christian doctrine.

She retains the Christian terminology, but not the
Thie is evident from her definitions of the Father, Son

and Bol.y Ghost: "God the Father-Mother; Christ the spiritual idea of sonship;
1
divine Science or the Holy Canf'orter." 3 In reality Mrs. Eddy personifies
three attributes of God.
Father-Mother
The "First person" in the Christian Science trinity is God the FatherMother.

The terms Father and Mother are applied without distinction for

they are treated aa aynon;ymous.

God has no sex.

Be is the one and onlJ'

parent of Christ,..._,
l.4/ so he can be cal.led Father-Mother, vhich also indicates
"hie relationship to his spiritual creation," by which Mrs. Eddy means al.1

men, for she quotes St. Paul, "ve are al.so Bis off'sprins. nl5 Patrick Ham.brook draws the motherboodl.6 of God out of his exegesis of Isaiah 66:l.3,

12.

Eddy, Science and Health, p. 515.

13. Ibid., p. 331.

Eddy, Christian Science !!. Pantheism, P • 5 •
15. Eddy, Science and Beal.th, p. 332°

14.

16. Christian Scientist had given the name of' Mother to Mrs. Eddy, and
she vae addressed as such by all loyal Christian Scientists• In the later
edition of the By-Laws, (Art. XXII, Sect. 1) which formerly read, "if' a student of' Christian Science shall apply this title, either to herself' or to
others except as the tenn for kinship, according to the flesh, it shall be
regard~ by the Churches as indication of disrespect for their Pastor Emeritus., and unfitness to be a member of the Mother-Church," (10.otsche, P• 390),
nov reads "In the year nineteen hundred and three and after, it is the duty
of Christian Scientists to drop the vord mother and to substitute Leader,
already used in our periodicals." (Manual , P • 611,) •

32
"As one ·whom hie mother comforteth, so v111 I comfort you; and ye shall be
comforted in Jerusalem•••Therefore God's tender mother is a divine fact."
The true idea of the Fatherhood and motherhood of God for him is included
in the "omnipotent and omnipresent divinity." 1 7 Thus Mrs. Stetson could
eul.ogize God, her Mother:
Living, pure, revivins waters, Mother mine,
Flov from Thee, 'l'hou Source immortal, Mind d1vine.18

-

Christ
Christ, "the spiritual. idea of sonehip," is the "second person" 1n
the Christian Science trinity.

Mrs. Eddy defines Christ aa the "divine man-

ifestation of God, vhich comes to the flesh to destro7 incarnate error.®

Christ is the idea of God:, the "divine message from God ••• the W8.J', the Tru.th,
and the Lif

~

J

Thie Christ was the Messiah, the eternal "re'fl.ection of

God," 21. without beginning or end.
Thie Christ· we.I!! born or the virgin~' who conceived him "apirituaJ.11'."

Mrs. Eddy relates hov the Virgin mother conceived this idea of God and gave
to her idea the name of Jesus - that is Joshua or Savior.

"The Illumination

of Mary's spiritual sense put to silence material lav and its order of generation and brought forth her child by the revelation of Truth, demonstrating
God aa the Father of men ••• Jesue was the offspring of Mar;y's self-conscious
..,.---

Communion with

God.("25}

Paraphrasing Mrs. Eddy, Gilmore says, "This epirit-

ual.17 minded maiden gained so clear

a concept of God as the Fath~ of all,

that she was enabled to bear the Christ child. "

23

17. Patrick Hambrook, "G9d!s Motherhood,'• Christian Science Sentinel
XI.IX (December 6, 1947), 2113-2+17~
.
·
18. Augusta E. Stetson, Poems, P. 106.
19. Eddy, Science and Beaitii; P• 583.
20. ~ - , p. 332.21. ~ - , p. 333.
22. !!?!!•' pp. 29f.
23. Gilmore, ~- ill•, p.4.
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The divine Christ is, however, not the eame as the human Jesus vho
vae born of Mary and lived on earth as a man.
tion:

Mrs. Eclcly drava the distinc-

"Does not· the belief that Jesus, the man of Galilee, is Qod imply

tvo gods, one the divine, infinite Person, the other a human finite pereonalltyt ••••The Christ was Jesus' spiritual selfhood; therefore Cbrist existed
prior to Jesus ••••Christ being the Son of God, a spiritual, divine emanation
must be spir itual not material." 24 This is not clear to people vho believe
in a personal union.

Mrs. Eddy seems a bit confused hersel.f'.

Mary' bore

Jesus Christ, but we must make a distinction between the tvo names Jesus and
Christ.

We understand her to mean that Christ was the "spiritual divine eman-

ation of God" who became "Jesus spiritual eelfhood."
only a phantom or e.n apparent body.

Jesus was a man, but vith

Jesus Christ then is a combination of the

"spiritual emanation" and the "apparent~-" But this Jesus had to devel.op,
in order to attain his spiritual eelfhood in Christ.
.

Be ve.e born so steeped

.

in materialism that he had to seek hie

va,

through and EID.erge from the material.

to a true spiritual sense of being in Christ.

Thus Mrs. Eddy can ee.:y, •he rose

to the fulnesa of his stature in Christ, the eternal Son of God, that never
suf'fered and never died~
Thus 1n worshipping, Christian Science lllllSt make a distinction between the
Jesus and the Christ.

John Bandal.l Dunn writes that the1 do "not worship Jesus

as God, but strive to follow him as the Sons of God as the friend, brother,
and teacher who knew how to he~ sickness, transform sinful lives, overcome

lack, and usher 1n the kingdom of law and harmODY on earth~ ®

24.
25.
26.

n.n

Eddy, Christian Science.!!· Pantheism, PP· 8-l.O.
Ibid., p. 10.
,
l
John Randall Dunn, "llo More Jonahs!", Christian Sdrmce Sentine :1
(December 9, 1944), 1977,

In view o:f Mra. Eddy's teachings concerning Christ, Christian Science
is :forced to explain hie miracles so that the:, become natural and not miraculous, which Bellwald terms "naturalize, "27 for "miracles are impossible in
,

Science."2 8

Christ's miracles then become demonstrations as proof that he

vas above the belief in matter and had attained a part of true spirituality

as the Son o:f God.

The:, were hie conquest of material beliefs.

"lie never

really cast out devils; they do not exist; Be only cast out :false beliefs and
:false ideas.

The sick he healed were not sick.

Be merely convinced them of .

their error and led them of themselves to repudiate the sickness.
raised the dead.

He never

They were not dead, they oni, thousht so."29 Mrs. Edcq ex-

plains bow they became natural to her: "the miracles recorded in the Bible,
which had before seemed to me supernatural, gre,v divinely natural and apprehensible, though uninspired interpreters ignorantly pronounce Christ's healing miraculous, instead of seeing therein the operation of the divine law. n30
Thus Christ's miracles are merely the denial of material lave, as when
he said to the storm, "Peace be still," he • s merely de!Q'ing the existence
or wind and wave.

When he healed the sick, he only denied that they were sick.

She lowered his miracles to a plane where _everyone could perform them if and
when they attain the proper spiritualization.

Mrs. Eddy herself claimed to

have attained it, and placed herself on a level with Christ, identifying herself' with the voma.n in Revelation 12:1: "And there appeared a great wonder in
heaven; . a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her
head a crown of t welve stars."

In the poem "Christ and Christmas" published

27. Bellvald, ~· cit., p. 211.
28. Eddy, Science and Health, p. 83.
29.
30.

Baldemann, ~.cit., p. 138.
Edcq, Retrospection ~ Introspection, P • 33 •
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in 1893 there appeared a picture of' Christ raising an emancipated voman out
of' a cof'f'1n and one of a woman v1th a great star above her. head r.aising a
prostrate form from a bed.31 In the 1894 "Christ and Christmas" there vas
a picture entitled "Christian Unity" 1n vhich Christ vas seated on a stone

holding the right hand of' a voman who held a scroll in her lef't hand bearing
the inscription "Christian Science." Both of them had halos above their
heads.32 Thus Mrs. Eddy as a healer and a religious leader considers herself'
equal to Christ himself'.
~

and thus
\--~Jhristian Science denies the existence of sin., evil, and--death,
K)

it denies that Christ suffered and died for the sins of' the vorld

The work

of Christ was then merely "to rescue them from the very illusion which calls
sin real and man a sinner, needing a Savior. "33 Thus a Christian Scientist
still says that Christ bore our sins in his bod7 but h'9

means

that he destro7-

ed the mental error which constituted his human~~ The atonement consists
in this that Chriet atoned for the terrible unreal1t7 of a supposed existence
11

~part f'rom God." 34 There is no Justification from sin f'or there 1s in reality

no sin.

The blood of Jesus., his sui'f'ering and death., were of no value, be-

cause it vas only human blood. ."The spilling of human blood vas inadequate
to represent the blood of Christ, the outpouring love that sustains man's
at-one-ment with God; through shedding human blood brought to light the efficacy of divine Lite an4 Love and its power over death••• ~The real atonement so infinitely beyond the heathen conception that God requires human blood to
.

propriate His Justice and bring His mercy - needs to be understood."

31.
32.
33.
34.

l3ellvald, ~· cit., p. 37 •
Snowden., .2E.. cit., p. 98.
Eddy, Unity~ Good, p. 75.
Eddy., No and Yes, p. 35.

35. ~ •.,pp~3r:-

.

~
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'!he great work of Christ then vas hie "demonstration over
and death, n36 which he accompliehed vith the power of God.

sin,

disease,

B7 hie "ref1ect-

ing the power of' God he demonstrated. the omnipotence of Spirit, which deetroya
the phenomena of material belief's, with its effects, sin, diaeaae, and death.37
There was no wrath of God for Christ to appease, ao all he had to do vas to
shov "the allness of Love and the nothinsness of hate, sin and death. n38

In

so doing he was the "Way Shover, n39 he shoved Christian Scientists hov to
d~ error, the unreality of material life a.JIil advance to life with God.
is hov Christ is the Savior.

That

"Jesus came to seek and to save such ns believe

in the reality o:f the unreal; to save them frcm this false belief that the7
might lay hold of· eternal life, the real reality that concerns man."4~ To
carry out tllia vork, Mrs. Eddy maintains that it vaa inevitable that Christ
suff'er, "tor not otherwise could he shov us the vay the power of Truth. n41
Yet hie suffering vaa not real.

"If Jesus suffered, as the Scriptures de-

clare, it must have been from the mental1t1 of others, since all. suffering
comes 1"rom. the mind, not from matter, and there could be no sin or suffering
in the Mind which is God. 1142
The death of Christ also vas not real.

It vae a "great illusion."

"The

lonely precincts of the tomb gave Jesus a refuge f'rom his f'oee ••••Bis disciples believed Jesus to be dead vhile he was in the sepulchre whereas he vas

36.

Eddy, Christian Science ve. Pantheism, P • 10 •

4o.

Eddy, Miscellaneous Writings, p.

37. Iugusta E. Stetson, Remiiii'scencee, Sermons, !;!!! Correspondences Proving
Adherence ~ the Principle 5?!, Christian Science !! Taught ~ !!!9: Baker ~ ,
p. 971.
38. Eddy, Bo and Yee, p. 35.
39. Eddy, Science and Health, p. 13.
41. Eddy, Science and Health, p.

~o.

63.

42. Eddy, Unity ofliood, p. 70, where Mrs. Bd4 also states that the pro
phete and ApostlE:>e suffered from the thoughts of' others•

_

37

aliTe, demonatratins vith1~ the na?TOV tomb the power of Spirit to overrule
mortal material sense ... 43

neyer died.

Mra. Eddy explains this i"urther: "In Science Christ

I n material sense Jesus died, and lived. The fleshly Jesus

t '·

seemed to die though he did not ~"44 ;
J

Thus

if there was no real death there could be no real resurrection.

Mrs.

Eddy defines resurrection as "spiritualization of thought •••• material belief

yieldins to understandine. 11 45 Christ's disciples merely learned that he did
not die.
Accordingly there vae also no ascension. "Jesus' unchanged physical condition after what seem.eel to be death vas followed by hie exaltation above all
material cond1t1ons • • •• In his final demonstration., called ascension., which
closed the earthly record of Jesus., he rose above the physical lmovledse of
hie disciples., and the material senses sav him no more."46 The aecensi~n
then vae merely the ultimate raisine of Christ above mortal material things

to hie true spirituality as an idea of God.

----~~~~-

The second coming of Christ., Mrs. Eddy identities vith Christian Science.

--

"The second appearine of Jesus is unquestionably the spir1tua1 advent of the

advancing idea of God as in Christian Science.@

Christ has already returned.

That is the interpretation given to Christ's ovn vords:
Jesus the Christ said., "I go •••• (but) I vill come again•
(John XIV., 3). To-day the voice of the impersonal Christ,
or spirit of' Truth, the Comforter, the ideal Christ, is
appearing to human consciousness, avald.n8 mankind from the
longdi-:eam of Life, substance., intelligence as existed 1n

Eddy, Science and Health, P• 44.
Eddy., Unity of'Good., p. 78.
Eddy, ScienceandHealth, pp. 593, 46.
Ibid • ., p. 46. ~
Eddy., Retrospection!!!! Introspection., P· ~·
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matter, to the Truth of being, life substance and
intelligence in Mind, or in spiritual consciousness.48
Ir Christ is not going to return at the end of the vo.rld 1n all hie
.
.
glory, then there can be no Juciement Day. According to C~etian Science,
that day has already come and continues to come constantii in the mind of
man himself.

Mrs. Eddy explains:

No rinal Judgment avaite mortals; ror the Judsment dq of
wisdom comes hourly and continually.
Physical science hae sometime~ argued that the internal
fires of our earth will eventually consume this planet.
Christian Science shove that hidden unpunished sin is
this internal fire, - even the fire of a guilty conscience, waking to a true sense of itself, and burning
in torture until the sinner is consumed, - his sins deetroyed.49
·

-

The "third person" of the Christian Science tr1nit7 is "divine Science
or the Holy Comforter. 11 50 ·By Divine Science is meant "the development or
eternal Life, Tru.th, and Love."51 Thus the unfolding of the God-Principle
of Lif'e, Tru.th and Love is the Holy Ghost, the Camf"orter whom St. John speaks
of.

Mrs. Eddy identifies it: "In the words or St. John; He shall give you

another comforter that He may be vith you forever.

Thie Comforter I under-

stand to be Divine Science ~"{
~ ~ Thus Mrs. Edq loses the Holy Ghost vhich
Christians believe to be a person and substitutes this impersonal. Divine
Science.

Baltzly says; "I have counted 132 references

/J.n the Bibli/ to

the

Holy Ghost as a real Divine person, 1n each or which it vould be e q ~ ridic-

Stetson, Rem1n1scensea, Sermons, !!!! Correspondences, P. 106.
Eddy, The First Church of Christ Scientist, p. 160.
50. Eddy, Science and Health, p. 331.
51. Ibid., p. 588.-52 • Ibid. , p. 55.

48.
49.
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ulous and absurd to substitute Divine Science tor the Bol7 Ghost."53
Thus although Mrs. Eddy says, "The Father, Son and Bo~ Ghost mean
God, n54 she does not believe in a Christian Trinity.

She complete~ reJects

the Christian doctrine of a personal trinit;r consisting of three persons 1n
one God, and replaces it vlth her foreign, impersonal trinity 1n agreement
vlth her God-Principle.
Sin, ~ ,
/(

~ ~

-

!?.!!!,!

Mrs. Eddy could not have held such vieve on the trinity if she did not

deny first the existence of sin and death.

In our Christian faith, the Trin-

ity and the Diety of Christ are important because sin and death and the devil
are realities from which we need salvation.
all denied. /J

(

But in Christian Science this is

i~
Sin

---

Mrs. Eddy holds that there is no fallen state of man since man is a reflection of the image of God and there is "no inverted image of God, no escape
:from the focal radiation of the infinite. n55 Yet although Mrs. Eddy calls all
sin ineani ty, she does not altoeether den;y the existence of sin.

In her Annual

Message to the Mother Church of June 1901 ahe said:
Do Christian Scientists believe that evil existst We answer,
Yes and No! Yee, inasmuch as ve do knov that ertl, as a
:false claim, false entity, and utter :falsity, does exist 1n
thought; and Bo, as something that enJ019, suffers, or is

real. ••••'We regard evil as a lie, an illusion, therefore as
unreal--o.s a mirage that misleads the traveller on hie V&7

homl . ~

53.

Oliver D. Baltz~, T h e ~ ~

E! Christian Science,

54. Eddy, Christian Science!!• Pantheism,
55. Eddy, No and Yes, p. 17.

56.

P· 5°

Eddy, c'iir1stian'Science !!• Pantheism, P• 14.

P• 18.

!'hue Mrs. Eddy holds that not sin but the belief of ain exists and only this
belief in sin makes a

DBn

a sinner.

''Ve attach the sinner's belief in the

pleasures of' sin, alias the reality of sin, which makes~ ~

a sinner. n57

It

1

is then this belief, this · sense of sin -,rhic~ Mrs. Ec1CQ' see~ to d~stroy vith
her religion for she said, "Destroy the sense of sin, and sin iteelt d1sappears."58
To have this sense of sin disappear, it is necessary to suffer in order
that spiritual goodness in man may unfold.
ness seems in embryo.

"In mortal and ~ter1a1 man, good-

By eufferins sin, and the gradual f~ng out of the

mortal and material sense of man, thought is developed into an infant Christianity. "59 But the sin mu.et suffer its ovn punishment.

"Sin punishes it-

self, because it cannot go unpunished here or hereafter."6o 'fhia suffering

v111 eventually exterminate the sin. All men go through this process. ill
men must "eventua.l.lJ' expiate their sin through suffering •••• hov man;;, periods
of torture it may take to remove all sin, must depend upon sin's obduracy."61
Sin actually annihilates itself gradual.1.7 until one reaches the state vhere
there is no more sin or the sense of sin. Thus Gilmore calla the forgiveness
of sin a state "attained only as truth supplants falsity in the human conecioueneee, as error is relinquished and the Christ-Comforter enters. n62 There
is no room left for a gracious pardon.

Pardon to Mrs. Eddy means "that diTine

presence which is sure of destruction of sin."63 She argues against the concept of pardon being a tree forgiveness:

•A magistrate's pardon 1'l'Jl!J.1' encourage

a c~1m1nal to repeat the offense; because fors1Teness, in the popular sense of
the words, can neither extiDgllish a crime nor the :ar:>t1TeB leed1ng t.o it.

57.

Eddy, :Retrospection

2

Introspection, p. 85.

Eddy, Unity of Good, p. 11.
59. Eddy, Miscellaneous Wr1t1Df5!, p. 15.

58.

60. Ibid.
61.

Eddy, Pu1J?1t and Preas, p. 17 •
p. 72.
Eddy, !2 ~ ~' p. 31.

€J2. Gilmore, ~- cit.,
63.

The
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belief' 1n sin - its pleasure, pain, or power - must eutf'er, until it is
self-deetroyed."64 Thus aald.ns God f'or a pardon would be like asJd.ns Goel
to finish a work that ve have left UDdone, ha.Te failed to complete, or done
badly.

So, pardon and forgiveness of' sin must, accord1J28 to Mrs. Edq, come

from v1 thin the man hilnself. 65

---

~

The word death appears in the Bible more than 1000 times yet to Mrs.
Edq it is but a "mortal belief or error. n66 She giTes us an e:mmple: "What
has been termed death baa been produced by a belief' alone.
dents proved this.

The Oxford stu-

They killed a man by no other means than making him be-

lieve that he was bleed.ins to death. n67 So she maintains, "To mov death or
to believe it ia ignorance of life which involves a temporar,y loss of God,
the infinite and only Life.@) Thus 1n the July 1947 Journal Violette Lee
can explain how Elisha was able to raise the v1clov'e eon from the dead:
The "man of God" returnecl with her and shut the door of his
consciousneee against the clamor of human conJectures. Alone
with God, Elisha prayed; and the little son, freed from the
devastating ~error, which says Soul is in body," was restored
•••• It is evident that she did not permit the lie of death to
gain entrance into her th1nk1.ng.69
According to a book now v1thdra.vn from circulation, Mrs. Edq herself
raised a man from the dead.

This man, Calvin A. "Irr vas raised by the "in-

terposition of Mrs. Eddy's powerful mind. n70 According to Mrs. Stetson, Mrs.

~ - , p . 32.
65. Eddy, Science and Health, p. 6.
66. Eddy, Science and Health, p. 289.
64.

67.
68.

Eddy, Christian Healing, P• 19.
Eddy, Unitl of Good, pp. 5lf.
69. Violette Lee;-"Unsay It," The Christian Science Journal, LXV
(J~ 1947), 30~. .
70. Carl A. Wickland, in collaboration with •eD:s M. Watts, Celia L. Goerz,
and Orlando .n . Goerz, Thirtz !!!!:!. Among~~, p. 202, where he quotes ~rom
Adam H. Dickey1 Memoirs of !!!Z Baker Ed.dz. Dickey's book vas published by- the
Bev York World on' February 27, 1~8, but was soon recallecl
circulation by
Christian Science. Wickland obtained his facts from the copy that was sent to
Washington for copyright purposes.

rrom
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Bel~ hereeJ.1" is not dead, for she vrote:

I reiterate the spiritual fact. that M.•..B.•.•neTer died,
but is ever present, unfolding her immortal sense, and riains
into the light vh1ch will reveal her church, a branch of the
Church Triumphant, where Spirit and spiritual ideas are all.
As m::, Leader· requested I have never been separated f'ram her
as impersonal idea, neither have I been separated t"rom the
divine identity of M••• •B • ••• , vhom I regard. as baTins al~a
existed as a reflector of divine Mind, therefore ever present
and eternai.71
Today loyal Christian Scientists contitme to de~ the existence of death.

When a person has died they say he bas "passed on."

An elderly woman in a

testimonial meetins at the Eighth Church of Christ, Scientist, St. Louis said,
"After my husband passed on I ve.s lost.

I didn't know what to do until I real-

ized that man don't die .••• death is a lie of life 1n matter ••••all God requires is that we give ·up the false belief of the reality of matter, and see
the enlarged personal idea of :man."72
Very consistently, the Christian Science Monitor never mentions the word
death, or refers to death as a reality. When President Roosevelt died the
Monitor always spoke of the "passing" of President RooseYelt, never sayins that
he died.

The only mention of death vas made b7 the Christian Science Corres-

pondent John Beaufort, vho vas ¥1th the Tenth Army on Oldnava.

Be quoted an

editorial of Captain Millsaps from the linty Fifth Division llevapaper, "We
·,

were awakened, most of' us after a night of' shelling and fighting on a battle
field far from home ¥1th the momentous and sad ruwa that our Commander in
Clie:f was dead. 11 73 The Mother Church in Boston., did, however, hold a memorial
service in President Roosevelt's honor • ., "in accordance ¥1th the proclamation
or President Truman."74

In this service Bible passages and

71. Stetson., Reminiscences.,

pe.{58888S

sermons.,~ Oorreepondencea,

p.1269.

72. From notes taken October 23, 1947.
73. John Beaufort, Christian Science lt>nitor, April 14., 1945.
74. ~ -

from2£!-

--

ence and Health were quoted which denied the existence of death.75
What actually happens vhen a nan "pasaea on" is that he goes throush a
transition stage and passes on to a fuller life 1n God.

"'fhe transition tran

the lower sense of Life to a higher sense thereof', even though it be through
the door named death, yields a clearer and nearer sense of' Life to those who
have utilized the power and are ripe for the harYeat-hame."76
The resurrection from the
lief' in death.

dead then is only a resurrection f'rom the be-

Thia rescue "must coira to all sooner or later and they vho

have part in this resurrection are they upon vb.om the second death has no power." 77 What ia meant by a "second death," is hard to determ1ne vith ~ amount
of' accuracy f'or Christian Science and Mrs. Edq make no further mention of it,
as far as the author can determine.

Mrs. Edcq does mention, however, a "spir-

itual tranai"1guration" which is to come after one bas passed through the trans-

- .-

1t1on of death:

The dying - if they die in the Lord - avake from a sense of
death to a sense of' Life 1n Christ, with a knowledge of' Truth
and Love beyond what they possessed before; because their
11vee ha.ve grown so far tovard the stature of manhood in Christ

Jesus, that they are ready for a spiritual t§8D&figuration,
through their af't'ections and underatanding.7

75. Ibid. The order of service vas listed as f'ollove: JQmn 135; Reading
. of President Truman• a Proclam.tion; Silent Praye,r followed by the Lord's Praye,r;
lqmn 234; selections from the Bible and Science!!!! Beal.th:
Bible
Science ~ Beal.th
Pe. 90:1-2
14:25-28
Pe. 36:7-9
324:32-19
John 11:21-26

I Cor. 15:19-22, 25, 26,
.45-47, 51-53, .54
Romans 8:37-39

325:24-27
200:9-19

215:12-21; 75:12-20; 336:14-18;
427:5-9; 14-26, 29-14; 574:25-BO
598:23-30

Benediction (Pesin 16:11).
76. Eddy, Miscellaneous Writings, PP• 84f'.
77. Eddy, Unity 2f ~ , p. 52.

78. ~ - , p. 3.

Mrs. Eddy may be think1ns ot a special degree of sp1r1tual.1zat1on aa the

ultimate goal for some

am a second death for others. It that is

vhat she

means she faila to make it clear.

!?!.!!!
Dev11 to a. Christian Scientist is

B1D,OD1JllOUS

¥1th evil, accord1ng to the

extended definition given by Mrs. Eddy: "EYU; a lie,; error; neither corporeality nor mind; the opposite of Truth; a belief in sin, siclmess, am dee.th;
animal magnetism or hypnot1em;the lust of the fiesh ...."79 'l'hus devil, although it ie only a "delusion and illusion" covers a multitude of sins.SO
. Eddy it seems ie not certain Just what the vorcl devil means. She
(J\
"'J ' / "Be cast
denies that it is personal, and continues to identUy it ¥1th evil.
· ~

--1

out devils •••• devil is generic, be1ne used 1n plural number •••• that Jesus
cast out several persons out of another person ls not stated and ie 1mpoea1ble.
Bence the passage refers to the evils vh1ch vere cast out.•81 Yet Christ called
Peter "Sa.tan."

So Mrs. Eddy has to aay, "he to vhom our Lord save the keys of

the k1ned,om could not have been vholly evil, and therefore vas not a devil,
after the accepted definition. 1182 She finally does admit that she doesn't

tully understand the mean1ng of the tem, "devil."
The meaning of the tem "dev11" needs yet to be learned
Luke ll, 14: an impersonal evil, or whatever vorketh ill.
In Hebrew, devil is denominated. Abadd.on; in Greek, Apollyon,
serpent, liar, the god of this vorld, etc. The apostle Paul
refers to this personality of evil as "the god of thie vorld,;"
end then defines this god as clishonesty, craftiness, hanrll.1.Dg
the word of God deceitf'ully. 'l'he Hebrew embodies the term
devil in another term, serpent ••••John sixth chapter~ seventh verse, refers to a v1cked man as the devil. In Mk. 9, 38

79. Eddy, Science and Health, p • .584,.
8o. Eddy, Chr1et1e.n5c1ence !!• Pantheism, P• 5.
81. Eddy, Ro and Yes, p. 22.

82.

!!>.!!.,p.23.-

the existence of more than one devil •••• Ase.in our text
(Lk. ll.,14) refers to the devil as dumb; but the orig1Da1
devil was a great talker ••••83
~

Sacraments

In line w1th her complete denial of matter., Mrs. Bdd7 denies the existence of the sacraments ae the means of grace., d~ng all the essential Scripture passages concerned. She derives the word "sacr8J1!8nt" from the oath of
allegiance which the Boman soldier was required to svear to his general.,

84

and includes it, together w1th the words Baptism and Lord' a Supper in her

terminology.
Baptism
Baptiam in Christian Science is merely a "purification from all error, n85
which is defined as threefold:
1.

2.

3.

The baptism of repentance is indeed a stricken state
of human consciousness, vhereinmortals gain reverse
vieva of themselves; a state of mind vhich rends the
veil that hides . mortal defo:nnity·.
The baptism of the Holy Ghost is the spirit of Truth
cleansing from all sin; giving mortals nev motives,
new purpoess, new affections, all pointing upward.
:Baptism of Spirit., or final immersion of human consciousness in the infinite ocean of Love., is the last
scene of incorporeal sense.86
Lord's Su:pper

As in Baptism, so in the Lord's Supper or Cnmnom1 on, the terminoloS7 is
retained but it has an entirely nev and different connotation.

Speaking of the

words o:f institution Mr's. Eddy wrote., "The true sense is spiritually lost., if'
the sacrament is confined to the use of bread and wine •••• in its spiritual aignif'icance., it was natural and beautiful."

The "spiritual significance" is

broUSht out in the words., "Our Eucharist is spiritual communion with the one

84.

83.

Eddy., Miscellaneous Writings., pp. 19()f'.
Eddy., Science and Health., p. 32.

86.

Eddy., Miscellaneous Writinge, pp. 203-205 •

85. lli!•1 p. 35. -
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Goel, Our bread, 'which cometh dovn f'rom heaven,' i~ Truth, Our cup 1s the

cross.

Our wine the 1nsp1~1~~ ~t Love, and drauaht our Master d.r8nik and

commanded to his ro11oveJ~
To a Christian Scientist the highest communion was not instita~ed by
Christ on Maundy Thursday which was "a mournful occasion, a sad supper taken
at the close of' day."88 The one that counts is "his last spiritual breakfast
with his disciples in the bright mornins hour at the Joyful meeting on the
shore of the Galilean Sea •••.This spiritual meeting Yith our Lord is the davn
of a nev light 1s the morning meal vhich Christian Scientists comznem.orate. n89
Pryer
Christian Science has its own distinctive doctrine of pra;rer.

Since God

is a principle, he is not influenced b7 man.

"Prayer can neither change God,.

nor bring his designs into mortal modee."90

"The divine ear is not an audit-

oey nerve.

It is the all-hearing and all-knoving Mind, to vhom each need of

-~ \

man is alwa;re known and b7 vhom it will be supplied."91 ) Audible prayer then,

__

'-..

,/

although it is impressive and does give "momentary aolemn.it7 and elevation to
thoUSht," is d.angerous.92 It ma;r lead us into temptation and ve may became
"Involuntary hypocrites. 11 93 Bellwald 1e of the opinion that Mrs. Edd;r makes
prayer injurious in that is makes man worse instead of better, "or it 1s a
belief, an error, illusion, which if it benefits momentari~ will in the end
do no

harm."94

Mrs. Edd;r illustrates the uselessness of pra;rer by the anolog;r

87. Eddy, Science
88. Eddy, Science

and Health, pp.
and Health, pp.

93. nfci.
911,. Bellwald, ~-

ill·,

32-35.
32-35.

89. Ibid. This breakfast is no longer observed in the Mother Church but
remains"""'Iii"""all the branch churches. It is celebrated on the second SUild.ay in
January and July of each year, at which serrtces the Tenets of the Mother Church
are read. Manual Oct. XVIII, Sect. 1 & 2.
9(). Eddy, Bo and Yes, p. 39.
91. Edd;r, Scienceand Hee.1th, P. 7 •
92. Ibid.
p. 186.

of a blackboard:
Who would stand before a blackboard and rJra7 the pr~ciple of' ma.thematics to solTe the .problem! The rule
1e already established and it .is our task to vork out
the solution. Shall ve ask the divine Principle of' all
goodness to do Hie own vorkT .B1e vork is done, and ve
have only to avail ourselves of God's rule in order to
receive hie blessings which enables us to work out our
own eal.vat ion. 95
·
True prayer 1e desire and is silent .

0

"All prqer that is desire 1e in-

tercessory; but kindling desire loses a· part of its present ep1r1tual1ty if
the lips try to express it. "96 "Cons~stent prqer is the desire to do right. "97
Prayer then ie merely a condition of the mind., an attitude of the heart that
wants to do right.

Gilmore sums it up:

"Prqer in secret, in ' the innermost

sanctuary of human desire and purpose, 111'ts thougllt to the plane of real.1ty

where God and His offspring forever co-exist in harmo!V', Joi, and abundance.•98
Mrs. Eddy after having explained pffl7er as the desire to do right vh1ch
11:f'ts one f'rom the plane of reality, commencls her follovere

to pray accord.1.Ds

to the following rules: "To enter into the heart of prqer, the door of the
erring senses must be closed.

Lips must be ma.te and ma.ter1al1BD1 si"lent, that

men ma.y have audience with Spirit, the divine Principle, Love, which destro1&
all. error."99

demonstration.

Yet the highest tom of pra:,-er is not one of faith but "it 1a
Sµch prayer heals sickness, and must destro7 sin and death." lOO

When Mrs. Eddy speaks of the Lord• s prayer, she offers her own "epir1tu.al
version."

Although prayer is silent, here she ma.tea an exception and 8aJ8 that

the "spiritual version can never be repeated too often for the benef1t of' all.

95. Eddy, Science

96.

CJT.

98.

99.

100.

and Health, P• 3.
Eddy., No and Yes., p.
Eddy., Science arid Health., P• 9.
Gilmore., .5?E· cit., p. '77.
Eddy,. Science and Health., PP• 15t.
Ibid.
-

38.
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vho, having ea.raj hear and understand. nlOl The Spiritual Version or Un4eretand1ng is as follows:

Our Father-which ·art in heaven,
Our Father-Mother ~ , !!!:-Harmonious,

11alloved by T~ name. · ·
Adorable One,
~ kingdom
!& k1ngdom ·!!!, ~ ; ~ ~ ever-present.
Thy will be done in earth, as it 1s 1n heaven.
Enable ~ !2 !!!2!, - !!.J:!! heaven, .!2 ~ ~ ,
~ ,!! omnipotent, supreme.
Give us this day our daily bread;
~ ~ ~ for ~ ; !!,!!! !!!! famished af'f'ections;
And forgive us our debts, as ve forgive our debtors.
And Love is reflected in love;
And.lead us
into temptation, but deliver us from ev11;
!!!!; God leadeth !!!_~~temptation, ~ delivereth
us from sin, disease, and dee.th;
.
Forthineiethe kinad,om,aid the pover and the glory, forever.
E.2!: God~ infinite, all-power, !!!: Life, ~ , ~ ,
~ !!!-., ~ All.102

come.

not

Marriage·
In Christion Society marriage ie regarded as a sacred institution, the
basis for the home and for the nation.

Christian Science destroys the sacred-

ness of marriage· and makes it merely " a legal and

101. Eddy, Christian Healing., p. 16.

moral provision for

this

102. Eddy, Science and Health, pp. 16r. Mark 'l'vain, op. cit., p. 305, quot~s
the spiritual version'c)f the 188i edition of' Science .~
Hee.lthj p. 17:
1. Principle, Eternal and Harmonious.
2. Nameless and adorable Intelligence.
3. Thou art ever present and supreme.
1&.~ And vhen this supremacy· of Spirit shall
appear, the dream of matter vill disappear.
5. Give us the understancUng of' Truth and Love.
6. And loving we shall learn God, and Truth
will destroy all error.
7. And lead us unto the Life, that 1s soul,
and deliver us from. the error of' sense,
sin, eiolmess and death. J'Dr God is Lite,
Truth, and Love forever.

generation. "103 It 1s a special dispensation that 18 granted to )mnm error.
Thia provision vill remain~ until "the spiritual creation 18 discerned intact, is apprehended and underatood."104. Thus marriage is not primar1.ly a
physical union, but a spiritual union ot the heart, a being one v1th God.

Buman procreation, birth, life and death are subJective
states of the human erring mind ••• •marriage shall be found
to be ma.n's oneness vith Qod.105
Until time matures human growth, marriage and progeD1' vill
continue unprohibited in Christian Science. We look to
f'uture generations for abillt7 to comp]J' vith absolute
Science, vhen marriage shall be found to be man's oneness
vith God, - unity of eternal Love.lo6

In that f'uture day vhen man is able to "comply vith absolute Science'~ there
vill be no need f'or :marriage.

"Children are the spiritual thoushte and repre...

sentativee of' Life, "107 and as such the7 vill be complete in themaelvee.

There

vill be no need f'or procreation since- all the chlldren of God al.ready exist
and need only to be recognized.

Proportionately as human generation ceases, the unbroken
l.1nks of eternal, harmonious being vill be apirituall.7
discerned; and man, not of the earth earth]J' but coexistent with God, vill appear ••••God's children al.ready created
will be cognized only as man finds the truth of being. Thus
it is that the real, ideal man appears 1n proportion as the
false and material disappears. lo longer to -..rrr or to be
"given 1n marriage" neither closes man's continuit7 nor hie
sense of increasing number in God' e 1nf'in1te p1an.1o8

Eddy, Science and Health, p. 59.
105. Eddy, Miscellaneous Writiligs, p. 286~
lo6. Ibid.
107. Eddy, Science and Health, p. 532.
108. Ibid., p. 69. °Although Mrs. Eddy denied the tact, e ~ Christian
Sc1ent1stfshave fanatically ola1med virginal conception by the spirit, as did
Mrs. Woodbury in 1890. She did have a husband, but the bo7 called, "'!he Prince
of Peace," was taueht to call him J'rank. Dakin, .5?R. ill•, PP• 308ft •

103.

104. Ibid.
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In her marriage ethics, Mrs. Eddy holds that a woman in JDl!llTiage has
the right to choose whether ehe wishes to be

a mother.

"Buman nature has be-

stoved on a vi:fe the right to become a mother; but if the vii"e esteems not
this knowledge, by mutual consent, exalted and increased af'f'ections, she ma7
Yin a higher.

Science . teaches· the ,conJugal question on the basis of' the bill

of' rights. "1.09 Thus one of the :i"lmdemental purposes tor the institution of'
marriage is sl.ighted and made a matter of choice.
Divorce
Although Mrs. Eddy vritee in Science

!!!!. Health

that "The nuptial.

TOW

should never be annulled," and that "Separation should never take place, and
it never would, if both husband and v1:fe vere genuine Christian Scientista, "ll0
7et she allows divorce by mutual consent 1n Miscellaneous Wr1t1.nge:
I hereby etate •.•• the f'olloving statute in the morals of
Christian Science: - A man or woman, having voluntarily
entered into wedlock, and accepted the claims of' the marriage covenant, is held in Christian Science as morally
bound to fulfill all the claims growing out of this contract, unless such claims are relinquished by mutual consent of' both parties, or this contract is legal.ly dissolved.lll
'!'hue Mrs. Eddy completely destroys the institution of' marr1.age,ll2 which
such authors as Peabody calls the "Most complete demoralization of' the marriage
relation and destruction of everything that is BYeet and wholesome 1n domestic
li:fe."ll3

109. Eddy, Miscellaneous Wr1t1nga, pp. 289.

no. Eddy, Science and Health, pp. 59:f.
lll. Eddy, Miscellaneous Wri:tringe, p. 287.
112. According to a decision of' the Supreme Court of' Bev Hampshire a person may obtain a divorce from hie (or her} spouse if he (or she} is a Christian
Science practitioner. A court would also award the children to the non-Christian Scientist since they- regard that as the beet for the velfare of' the child.
I. JI. :Rubenstein, ! Treatise ~ ~ ~ Aspects _2! Christian Science, pp. 24f'.
ll3. Peabody, ~- ill•, p. 51.
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Beaven and Bell

Mrs. Eddy's means of den,ill8 reallt7 is always to make the real1t7 a
· state of the mind, as ve have seen 1n the case of sin, death and the. deT11,
vlth prayer, and with. marr.iaee. Beill8 vwy consistent,. Mrs. Eddy, goes on to
make also heaven and hell states of the mind.

They ar~ both men~ conditions

v1thin our unreal mortal minds.

--

Beaven

To Christian Science heaven is

"Karmo~,

the reign of the Spirit; goT-

ernment by di~~ne Principle; spirituality; bliss; the atmosphere of the So~
That heaven of harmony is a state of the mind: produced b7 the TI"Uth vorkins in
mm'·& mind to dispel the material beliefs.

"Truth, or Christ, finds its pare.-

die& in Spirit, in the consciousness of heaven vltbin us."115 Mrs. Eddy told
the Mother Church how to attain that heaven in her Annual Address of 1902:
"When the human mind is advancill8 aboTe itself towards the Divine, it is subJect1ng the body, subduing matter, taldll8 steps outward and upvards.

This is

Jacob's vision, and rise from sense to Soul from earth to heaven."116
According to this teaching of Christian Science, when Christ told the
thief on the cross, "Today shalt thou be with me in parad1ae," he merel.y" meant
that he would be with Jesus onl.7 in a "J'inite material sense of relief. "117
Soul
In the .entire philosophy of

.

Mrs. Eddy there is little need for a soul.

r.

B

Mrs • .Eddy makes soul synonymous with Sp1r1 .ll

114.
115.
ll6.

U7.
118.

Eddy,
Eddy,
Eddy,
Eddy,
Eddy,

"Soul must be God, since ve

Science and Health, p. 587.
First Church of Christ, p. ll8 •
Christian Science !!. Pe.ntheiBlll., P • 10 •
Miscel.laneoue Writings, P· 70.
lfo ~ !!!,, p. 75.

So

learn Soul only as we learn God, b7 spirituallzation, as the f'iTe senses take
no cognizance of Soul, so the7 take no cognizance of God. "119 That is one
definition for the Soul, but Mrs. Eddy gives us another one: "What the p~ical senses call Soul, Christian Science defines as Material Sense. nl20 Theee
tvo definitions for the soul are neceea&r7 since Mrs.

~

tal and a mortal. man; each of which has a different soul.

tal sense, sins and dies.
sense of' being.

speaks of an immor"11ot Soul, but mor-

IDDOrtal man has an immortal Soul and a dee.thl.ess

Mortal man has but a f'alse sense of Soul and body. "121 Mrs.

Eddy illustrates her definitions of soul with the f'orty-secor.d Psallll: " ~ are
thou cast down Oh ·Irzy' soul (sense)T ...•Jlope thou in God (Soul), f'or I shall ;yet
praise Him who is the health of m, countenance and rq God (m;y Soul, Immortal-

ity). 11]22

----Angels

Thus there is no heaven, no souls in heaven, and also no aneels 1n heaven.

LAnf!.els to Christian Science are "God's thoughts paesin8 to man; spiritual intuitions, pure perfect; the inspiration of' goodness, purity, and 1mmortalit;r,
counter-acting all ev11; sensuality, and moraliti . ~ ~uss defines than as
"messages of the true idea of' divinity !loving into hn;man1ty."l24 Mrs. Eddy
never mentions evil angels, vhich of course vould be out of the question if
ansels are thoughts of God.

1'0 thoughts of God could be evil.

the presence of these ,mgele or thoughts.

119.
120.
121.

122.
123.
124..

Ibid • .

Eddy, . Unity .2,! Good, pp. 35f' •
Eddy,' 1'0 and Yes, p. 29.
Eddy, UnityofGood, p. 37.
Eddy, Scienceand Health, P• 58J,.

Gauss, ~· cit:;-p. 102.

Man can f'eel

"When angels visit us, we do not
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hear the rustle of' vinge, nor feel the feathery touch of the breast of a
dove; but ve know their presence by the love they create 1n our hearts. •125

Kingdom !!!, ~
The Kingdom of God in Christi~ Science 1a also a mental state, the
"reign of the Spirit 1n the realm of' the real, "126 a reign vb.ere all material beliefs are transcended throush divine Science.

Gilmore defines it as

the "spiritualized consciousness vhol.17 devoid of material belief's or conditions. "127

!!!! :

·----

Remaining consistent, hell is also a state of' mind in Christian Science.
This state of' mind is a condition which a man can make for himself.

Mrs.

Eddy speaks:

.

.

I am asked, "Is there a .hell'l" Yes, there is a hell for
all who persist in breald.ng the Golden Rule or 1n disobe;ring the co1mwm.dments of God ••• •The advanced ps;ychist knave
that thi s hell is mental and not material, and that the
Christian has no part in 1t. Only the makers of hell burn
in thei r fire~

The old opinion that hell is fire and brimestone, has yielded somewhat to the metap~sical fact that autterins is a
thing of mortal mind instead of body; so, 1n place of material flavors and odor, mental anguish 1a· senerally accepted
as the penalty for sin.129
Conclusion
Thus the theoloSY of Christian Science is a true child of' its philosop~.

§

ita philosop~ it clill88 to the theory that God ie a Principle, Be is All,

Be is Good, Be is Mind. Bov Mrs. Eddy must make her theol<>s1 agree vith that

125.

Eddy, Miscellaneous Wr1t1.Dge, P• 3o6.

128.

Eddy, First Church of' Christ, P• 16o.
Eddy, MiecellaneousWritings, p. 237.

126. Ibid.
127. Gi'iiiiore, 2E· cit., p. 21.
129.

premise.

She does that b7 penerti.Dg all the doctrines of Chr1atian1t7,

d9DT!ng them, and then creating ·nev onea to replace than.

She does, however,

create the appearance of being Christian b7 usins the Bible and Christian
terminology.

But in realit7 it is not Chri~s t an tor it discard.a Christ and
I

I<

retains none of the Christian doctrines intac •

( 01£ Lvi. /.)/J
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IV.

THE BEALIIO OP CBBISTIO SCIDCB

Christian Science claims that it can and does cure all types of dis-

eases.

For proo:f of this claim it offers testimonies of people vho alleg-

edly have been cured.

Thus Jll8D1" people come to believe that Christian

Science is able to cure all t1"P88 o:f diseases, and that these cures are
real.

We shall attempt to determine 1n this chapter vh~ther these cures

are real and whether Christian Science can effect such cures.
"Sickness

!! ~ Real"

Before we can e:mm.ine S:tJ1 cures o:f Christian Science ve must :firat 1n-

S-Jc_l{J1£d;·

quire into its teaching concerning disease and sickness. / Mrs. Eddy classifies sickness vith sin and death, making no distinction between the three
words.

All of them, sin, sickness, and death, are not real, but are delus-

ions or errors of mortal~

·

'fhe1 are but one phase o:f the great illusion

and delusion called matte';/
J

"The lees consciousness of evil or matter mor-

tals have, the easier it is. for them to· evade sin, sickness, and death, which are but stages of :false beliet."l Sin, sickness, and death then are
all errors, they are not real, not true,2 tor as Mrs. Eddy a~, "They are

not Truth, and th~re:fore not true."3

l.
2.

God

does not knov or even rec<>sn1ze

Eddy, Unity o:f Good, p. 63.
Yet it is intereet1.ng to note that Mrs. Bady vas ver, careful. to
allow "no invalids and olily persons of good moral character" to enroll as
students in her ~sachusetts Metap~eical College. '!'vain, 2i• ~-, P• 158.
3. Eddy, Christian Bea.ling, P• 17 •

sickness.

Be "never made a man sick, "4 so "disease is error. "5 ffhus accord-

ing to Snow.en's deduction, Mre. Eddy makes aiclmeaa "a aubJectiTe state of

mind and not an obJect1ve reality."6
~

an additional proof that sin, sickness, and death do not exist Mrs.

Eddy argues that the testimony of all our senses is false.

"The only eTi-

dence we have of sin, sickness, or death is f'urnished by these senses; but
hov can v e rely on their testimony vhen the senses afford no eTidence of
Truth?

They can neither see, hear., feel, taste, nor smell God. "7 · Mrs.

Eddy tries to argue logically that since ve have no senses to resist.e r the
effects of sickness., pain, then there can be no sickness vh1ch causes the
pain.
Yet man 1a atill bound by the chaiDB of mortal mind.

Althousb mortal

mind has no reality in itself, since Mind is All, Mrs. Eddy must speak of'
it as if :tt did exiet because of the lov spirituality of man.

Man is cloth-

ed in material error and his true self as an idea or thought of God is con-

cealed~

1'hus for the present condition Mrs. Bddy must speak of mortal mind

which does not exist as if it did exist; of matter vh1ch does not exist as
it it did exist; and of sickness which does not exist as if it did exist.
Thie error of' sickness then, Mrs. Eddy ~ , 1a caused b,- fear.

•»is-

eaae is a thing of thought manifested on the body; and f'ear is the procurator of the thought which causes sickness and eutter1ng."8 It is a mental
condition "aroused by association, calling up the fear that creates the iJDaee

4. !!?_!!., p. 12.
5. Eddy, Miscellaneous Writr.69, P· 85.
6. Snowden, 2E· cit., p. l2 •
7. Eddy, ChristianBealing, p. 16.
8. Eddy, Budimentarz Divine Science, p. 10.
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of' disease, and its subsequent manifestation 1n the body. "9 Those are the
words of' Mrs. Eddy, and t~y ~1tere say the identical . thing 1n almost the
same words: "Fear is often made ·wµlif'eet o~ the bod1' as disease. "10 Thie
fear is often created v1th1n a person and exists v1th1n·a person without

his being conscious of its existence.
in the silent thought, ae vhen

JOU

"This fear is tomecl unconsciously

awaken from sleep and feel 111., expres-

sing the effect of a fear whose existence
A

JOU

do not realize."11

Christian Scientist alwa,s remembers, however, that in reality sick-

ness does not exist. What he sees and experiences is all an error of' his
f'alee mortal mind. Therefore material medicine is 1nef'f'ect1ve and not necessary to change and drive out this error. Medicine cannot change a condition of the mind. Mrs. Eddy argues further, "If' God created druss for material use, Jesus and hie disciples ·would have used them and named them f'or tbat
purpose." l2 Thus Mra. Eddy does not need d.rues. She claims that her cures
are all mental and as such she can cure without d.ruee•

"I deliberately de-

clare that when I vas 1n practice, out of' 100 cases I healed 99 to 10 of'
materia medica. 1113 She continues her assertions to say that "Statistics
show that Christian Science cures a larger percent of' malignant diseases

.

.

than does materia medica."14 Thus the. entire ~ical prof'ession for a Christian Scientist becomes unnecessary and useless.15

9. Eddy, Science

and Health, p. 154.

A. ·E . :Blair, "The Cure of' Depression,"
JI.VI (July 8, 1944), 1090.
10.

!!!! Christian Science Sentinel,

11. Eddy, Retrospection ~ Introspection, P. 83 •
12. Eddy, Christian Science .!!. Pantheism, P. 18 •
13. Eddy, ~ ~ Church ~ ~Chr_i_s_t Scientist, P. 127 •
14. Ibid., p. 227.
b f t
15. ~Sandt remarks, 3?• cit., p. 55: "And all this in face of t e ac
that Mrs. Eddy goes to a pb;rsician vhen she has a cold and to a dentist when
she has a tooth.ache."

The implications which arise from such a philos~ of disease is appalling.

It is not necessary for a Christian Science practitioner to know a:n:,-

thing about anatomy or pathology, for 1t is ~t necessary to diaenose a disease to treat it.
disease itself.

In fact the study of such diseases actuall.7 causes the

"The treatises on e.natomy, physiqlogr, and health., sustained

by what is termed material law, are the pranotors of' siclmess and disease.
It should not be proverbial that so long as you read meclical vorke you v1ll
be sick."16 Thus Mrs. Eddy maintains that the mere mention of' the . disease
ie liable to "impress it on the thought.,"17 and thus prcmiote it.

Another implication of Mrs. Eddy's teaching concern1Dg disease is that
an objecti ve reality like contagion is denied and is made to be onl.7 a sub~
Jective state of the mind.
Thie mental st ate prepares one to have any disease whenever there appear the circumstances vhich he believes

produce it. If he believed as sincerely that health is
catching, when exposed to contact with health;r people,
he would catch their .state of feeling quite as sure].y
and with batter effect than he does the sick man's.18
Logically ca.rryina this out Mrs. Eddy finds no need for such a t.hing as quarantine or even vaccination. She .realizes, however, that at times such things
are demanded by law, so she ?Dak~s sane provisions such as the f'olloving for
vaccination: "Where vaccine.tion is compuisory., let your children be vacc~ted and see that your mind i~ 1n such a state that by your. pnqere vaccination will do the children no harm.,, 19
The very word health itself' takes on a nev :meaning. Beal.th becomes
~DY, exis~ing complete vithout _sucb material concepts as qgiene and san-

16. Eddy, Science and Beal.th, p. 179.
17. Ibid • ., p. 412.l
18. Eddy Miscellaneous Writings, p. 229. Heredity becomes aere~ a be ief'
of' the flesh, p. 12. --Qiiarantine , becomes unnecessar7 and harmtUl. Eddy., !!!
First Church of Christ Scientist, P• 345.
19. Eddy, The~ Church 2!. Christ, p. 345.
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1tation.

"The

leae ve· lmov about Hygiene, the less ve are predisposed to

sickneea."20
The Cure of S1olmess
----....;.;;;~!laving pla ced the error· which believes th.e existence of sickness in.

mortal mind, Mrs. Eddy claims to be able to rid mortal mind of that error.
Thie is what 1s known aa Christian Science healing, riddilJs the mind of the

error of sickness.

In reality there is, hoveTer, no heaJ1ng since as ve

have seen sickness does not exist, and the senses vhich tell us about sickness are :fal.se.

Yet Mrs. Eddy speaks of healing because of the error of

mortal mind which has taken man . captive. Thie Christian Science healing

1a, however, not a miraculous cure21 but a .healing which is :for everyone,
not something extraordinary, but the natural thiJ)g, a norma1 process of removins error.

Mra. Eddy uses Scripture to support this theory of healing,

· stressing tvo facts: (1) the example· of Christ's healing; and (2) the promise that all believers can cure.
~ Healing

_2!

c11:1st

The healing of Christ was, according to Christian Science, spiritual.
"Jesus healing w.a spiritual in its nature, method, and design.

He wrought

.
.
20. Eddy, Science and Health, p. 389. The classical quotation used
888.inst Mrs. Eddy is: ~ e daily ablutions of an intant are no more natural
nor necessary than vould be the process of taking fish out of water every
day ana.· covering it with dirt in order t(;) make it thrive more vigorousl.7 in
its ovn element.• p. 413. Authors overlook the f'ollovins statement, "Cleanliness is next to godliness.'! Mrs •. Eel~ merely did not believe 1t neces&ar7
to wash an infant daily to keep it clean. She goes on in the paragraph, "I
am not patient· with a speck of' dirt; · but in caring tor an infant one need
not wash hie 11ttle body all over each day in order to keep it BYeet as the
new-blown f'lover."
21. There is a di:ff'erence betveen Christian Science, Ranan Catholic, and
Pentecostal· cures. Roman Catholic ' cures .are miraculous, aacompliahed through
the saints. · ' Pentecostal cures are faith cures. Christian Science cures are
mind cures. ·

6o
the cure of disease through the divine Mind, vhich gives all true volition,
impulse and o.ction;"22

It vas spiritual but not miraculous.

It vas a "nat-

ural. fulfillment of divine lav."23 That same diTine lav b7 which Christ vas

able to raise the dead still exists 1n Christian Science todq.

Christ vas

thus the first and the beet "exponent of Christian M1D4-healing the world
has ever known. "24

The Christian Science Christ, then, as the first demon-

strator of Christian Science hee.iiMg. becomes the same as all Christian
Science practitiollG!s,

and then all Christian Scientists.

Be is merel7 on

a little higher level vhich most Christian Scientists have not as 7et attained.
The prophets are on the same level,

am.

even St. Paul vho is called a "d1Tine

metaphysician."25
In some instances the students of Christian Science equal the
anci·e nt prophets as healers. All heaJ1ng is governed b7,
and demonstrated, on the same principle as theirs; namel7,
the action of the divine Spirit, through the paver of' Truth
to destroy error, discord of whatever sort. The reason that
the same results follow not 1n every case, is that the student does not in every case possess suff1cientl7 the Christspirit and its paver to cast out disease.26

--

The Bible Promise

The second Scriptural proof which Mrs. Eddy offers in support of her
theory of healing is the promise 1n Mark 16:17,18 that all Ch:r~stians _vill

be able to heal.

.And these signs shall follow them that believe; in

1ff3

name sba.ll they cast out devils; they- shall speak vith new tongues; The7

shall take up serpents; and if' they drink mq deaclly thing it shall not
hurt them; they shall lay bands on the sick, and they shall recover." We
must note that these miraculous powers are not marks of' the church of all

22.

Eddy, Rudimental Divine Science, P• 3.

23. Eddy, Pulpit and Press, P. 35.
24.
25.
26.

Stetson, Bemiiiiscences, Sermons, _!!!! Correspondences, p. 82.
Ibid., p. 992.
Eddy, Miscellaneous Writ1Dgs, p. 40.
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ages•

They were special powers given to the Christian Church of the first

century because of the conditions which prevailed; namely the Gospel being
preached -r_o r the first time to heathen. After the first century there is
no evidence of these special gifts; which during the first century vere
found chiefly at Corinth.27
· Other passages which Christian Science refers to are: Matt. 8:16,17,28
which refere only to the healing powers of Christ. It sa,-s or indicates
nothing more.

Luke 9:1; 10:9,29 which refers only to the twelve and then

the seventy disciples which Christ sent out, and gave them special powers

for their missions. John 14:12,13.,30 which refers to spiritual works.

James

5:14.,15,31 which although it commands praying for the sick also commands the
use of medical means with the words "anointing him with oi_l. n32
Demonstrate

~

Unrealit1 .2!_ Sickness

These references are, however, irrevelant for .Christian Science since
in reality there is no sickness; bU:t only error. Thus vhen they speak of
"healing," they really mean to demonstrate the unrealit1 ot sickness. One

27. From notes taken in class l.ecture b7 Dr. Theodore Graebner at Concordia Seminary., 'Dogmatics 341., Februar, 19, 1948.
28. "When even was come, they brought unto him ~ that vere possessed
vith devils: and he cast out the spirits with his word., and healed al1 that
vere sick: That it might be f'ul:filled which was spoken by Esalas the prophet,.
SQing., Himself took our infirmities, and bare our siokneeaes."
29. "Then he called his twelve disciples together, and gave them power and
authority over all devils, and to cure diseases." "And heal the sick that are
therein., and say unto them, The -kingdom of God is· come nigh unto you."
30. "Verily, verily, I ea7 unto you, He that believeth on me, the works
that I do shall he do also; and greater works than these shall he do; because
I go unto my Father. And whatsoever 7e shall ask 1n 1lJ7 name., that will I do,
that the Father may be glorified in the Son."
31. '~Is any sick among yout let him call for the elders of the church; and
let them Pre:J' over him, anointing him with oil in the name of' the Lord; And
the pr&.7er of faith shall. save the siok, and the Lord shall. raise him upJ if
he have committed sins, the7 shall be foz,given him."
32. Snowden, 21?• ill;, pp. 231-233°

must rid the mind of the dream ot the sickness, and conTince it that it does
not exist. Thus Gilmore says, "To the Christian Science healer, sickness ia
a· dream from vhich the patient needs to be avakened. Disease should not appear real to the physician, since it is demonstrable that the V8.'J' to cure the
patient is to make the disease unreal to him. To do this, the physician must
understand the unreality of disease in Scienoe."33 This is exact~ vb.at Christ
did vhen he healed, to mention one instance, the man at the pool of Bethesda.34
To thus change a person's mind and drive out the fear causing the disease, the healer must argue vith the patient both audibly and mentally. Milmine tells us that at first she also taught that it vas necese&17 to dip the
hands of the patient in vater and to lq one's hands over the patient's stomach and repeat, Peaoe, be etill."35 Mrs. Eddy doesn't mention this in her
0

writings, but gives the following procedure:

I, ,

f·-i.!:.

,

/i; ','

1 )-- / ·

~

I' • .,. ; .·~-

I

r "'>
') rJij

/

;,

~ he healer begins b7 mental argument. Be mentall7 sqs,
"You are well and you know it;" he supports silent mental force by audible explanation, attestation, and precedent. His mental and oral arguments aim to refute the
sick man's thoughts, words, and actions, in certain directions, and turn them. into channels of Truth. Be persists in this course until the patient's mind 71elds, and
the harmonius thought has the full control over this mind
on the point at iesue. The end is attained, and/ ~~~ patient says and feels, "I am well, and I know it, Q
Bellvald feels that in theorJ such a cure is wrought by the f'ai th37 both
01'

the practitioner and the patient.,38 although Mrs. Eddy says it is more.

33.

Gilmore, .22·

34. Ibid.

ill•,

P•

It

54.

35. Eddy, Miscellaneous Writings, p. 220.
36. Milmine, .2E· £!!•, P• 94.
37. Bellvald, .2E• cit • ., p. 132.
"
38. Mark Twain, ,2E-:Cit., p. 61, tells us of an" experience, Friend, if
you had "JIJ.'J' faith you wouldnot haTe that toothache, a Christian Science
friend told him.' Re replied, "If' 7ou had "JIJ.'J' toothache 70u would not have your
faith."

combines f'a1th with understandine, through vh1ch we ma:s touch the hem of his
garment."39 She then makes the statement that "it has not proved impossible
"to heal those who, vhen they began treatment, had no faith whatever in the
Science. n40

!2! !2 ~ !! Accomplished
It is difficult to ascertain from the confusing term.inologr and langl188e used Just hov Christian Scientists 8&J' that their cures are accomplished.
We are of the opinion that all the cures ultimately rest in the mind of the
individual.

A

pe~eon must have enough paver or strength in hie ovn mind to

deny the reality of hie sickness, or to use Christian Science terminology-,
a man must have Mind, Truth, or Love in his mind.

Since these are the onl.1

realities they will in themselves exclude the existence of' such a thin8 as
eiclmeee. Thie is not to be identified vith divine healing, vhich is looking to God for a miraculous cure by alterins the lava of' nature.

It is not

to be confused vith faith healing vhich although it claims to look to God
for a miraculous cure, actually depends on an emotional response within the
individual.

It is not to be associated vith miraculous healing which is

accomplished by the divine hand suspending the lave of the universe.
Eddy wants to make it more

than

Mrs.

that, a mind cure. She sqe, "Christian

Science exterminates the drus and rests on Mind alone as the curative Principle acknowledging that the divine Mind has all pover. n41 Then she brings
in Love: "Love is the Pr;nc1ple thereof •••• heals sinners and saves the sick. n42

Then she adds Truth: "Heal through T~th and LoveJ there ie no other healer. n43

39. Edq, Miscellaneous Writings, p. 'T(.
Ibid.
41. Eddy, Science and Health, p. 34.
42. Eddy, ChristianSoienoe !!• Pantheism, P• 8.
43. Edq, Rud:1.mentarz Divine Soienoe, P• 8.

4o.

The cure then is all in the mind of the 1n41Ti.dual.

One merely haa to cast

out of. his mind the belief in the existence of e1clmess as aamethillg that
simply cloee not exist, vhich can be done b7 putting the Principle of Goel,
Mind, Love, and Tru.th 1n the mind to replace it.

Thie "theology of mental hea] ing1
degrees•

a"

as Mrs.

Bcld7 calls it, works bJ

The sickness or error is removed from the mind to the degree that

Truth replaces it.

"Truth destro7B 1t •••• if the7 only accept Truth, the1

can resist disease and ward it off •••• he suffers only as the insane suffer,
from a mere beliet."45
Claims ,2! Q!!:!!
Although Christian Science claims to be able to cure all diseases, it
does admit various limitations, for vhioh it is better to secure the aid of
a physician, as far instance in surs917, the aclJuatment of broken bones and
1n case of' pain so violent, that one cannot treat h1maelf' mentallJ because
of it.

Mrs. EddJ tells uas

-

;/.

,.
Until advancina age admits the etticao7 and eupremac7
of mind it is better tor Christian Science to leave
eurger;y and the adJustment of broken bones and dislocations to the finaera of a surgeon, vhile the mental
healer confines h1maelf chiefly to mental reconstruction and to the prevention of inflammation. Christian
Science is alvays the moat sld.llf'ul surseon, but aurser.r
is the branch of healing which vill be last aclmovledsed c:J

L._

;'6\

If' tram an inJury or from arrr cause, a Christian Science
was seized vith pain ao violent that he could not treat
himself mentall.7, and the Scientists have failed to relieve him, the sufferer could call a surgeon, vho would
give him a h1'J,odermic injection, then when the bel1tf or
pain lulled, he could handle hia own case mentall7. 7

Rddy, Science~ Health, pp. 419f'.
Ibid.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,

-

p. 401.
p. 461..
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It is cla1mecl tbat every Chr1st1an Scientist baa Yi.thin h1maelf the
ab111t7 to perform real cures. !hat ab111t7 1e the real proof' of' the under-

.

11

standing of' its philosophy.

.

0ne vho underst&nde Christian Science can heal
.

the sick on the divine Principle ot Christian Science and thia practical

) ', fl.1 ' • ,(,

..,_ ,.., ' ···
....
pr~of is the onl.J feasible evidence that one doea underatalld this Science."~
~

.

.

Healing then is the special privilege of' every true Christian Scientist, 7es
even more: 1t is the dut1 of every Christian Scientist.49 A recent editorial
in the Sentinel af'f'irms Mrs. Edq's statements, "Should not everyone vho calls
himself a student of this great truth feel that he is a practitioner of Christian Science? Bia is the privilege and dut7 of practicing this Science vhere1..ver he find.a himself."50
The Christian Science practitioner is nothing more than a professional
Christian Scientist, one vho bas no other profession or occupation than practicing vhat ie the dut7 and privilege of eTer, Christian.Scientist.

Buben-

stein, a Chicago lav,rer, defines a practitioner aa .. one ~o is a specialized
practicing Christian Scientist; has met and passed certain requirements of'
'the Mother Church, •••• is registered 1n the Christian Science Journal.; has
no other occupation or conflicting 1nte~at, and is entitled to charge a fee
I

,•

f'or his services."51
!!!:!:_

. [lira. Eddy,

Id.dz' s

..

~-.----P!.. 2!!!:!!

Claims

as the firs~ Christian Scientist, ta\&Bllt her theory of heal-

ins both 1n her writings

and in her Mas~husetts Metap~si~ College•

S~j

h~reelf ·set the example an.cl claimed to be able t~ cure all t1P9& of diaeas~

48. Ibid., p. 345.

49. Eddy, Christian Science vs. Pantheism, P • 7 •
"
50. John Randall Dunn, "The Prac1iit1oner•s Sacred Ministry, ~ Christian
Science Sentinel, n, (December 6, 1947), 2132.
51. Rubenstein, ~. ill• 1 P • ll.
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She states that she has cured 11 the deaf', the blind, the dumb, the lame, the
last stages of' consumption, pneumonia, eto."52 "I bave healed at one visit
a cancer that bad eaten the flesh of the neck and exposed the Jugular vein
so that it stood out like a cord."53 Mrs. Eddy claims that these vere not
faith cures and that it was not a miraculous power vhich she posseaaed ,J It
could not have been a faith 1n the mind.a ot the patients far she also nourished trees,54 and healed birds and elephants.55
rThis power of' healing is not restricted b1 space.
by an absent treatment or by proY:3'.

A person can be healed

"Christian Science recognizing the capa-

b1lities of Mind to act of itself, and independent ot Matter, enables one to
heal cases without even bavine seen the individual, or simply' after having
-'~

been made acquainted with the mental condition of the patient.C , Todq
Christian Scientists feel, however, that it is better to be present with
the patient: "Christian Science healing requires the seeing e1e of the paLtient for the highest and quickest results to .be apparent."57
Mrs. Eddy claimed that the power Yhioh enabled her to perform her cures
was the power of Mind over matter.
basis for her entire ph1losop}o'.

This concept of Mind over matter is the
As has been shovn above for a Christian

Scientist only Mind exists and human mortal minds do not exist as a reality
but as a thought of the Mind.

Matter which includes sickness, does not exist

52. Eddy, Christian Science!!.• Pantheism, p. 17 •
53. Eddy, The First Church of Christ Scientist, P• 105.

54.

Eddy, Puipit and Press,p.

63.

55. Sandt, ~· cit., p.b2.
56.

Eddy, Miscellaneous Writings, p. 43.

Yet she said 1n the First Church

~ Christ Scientist, p. 218, "The belief that an 1ndiv1d~ can either teach
or heal by proxy is a false faith and vill end bitterl.7.
57. Josephine Muriel Silver, "The Keallng Touch," ~ Christian Science

Sentinel, IVL (JanuarJ 22, 19"), 125.

as a reality but merei, as an error, a delusion, or illusion of mortal mind.
So all a Christian Scientist haa to do is to remain consistent ¥1th bis religion and he can heal, for he will have to de~ the existence of sickness
if he is a true Christian Scientist.
It 1a interesting to note here that despite all the clAtms· that Mrs.
Eddy made for herself and for Christian Science, she refused to demonstrate
them.

In the December 3, 1884, issue ot Zion's Herald Professor '?ovnsend

offered Mre. Eddy or a student of Christian Science a thousand dollars for
the resetting of a dislocation, tvo thousand for the restoring of skht •.
Eddy replied in the Journal of lebruary

7, 1885, "At present I

.

Mrs.

am in another
t \.t"" .. .

department of Christian work, vbere there shall no sign be given_" 58 LAsain
in the January- 1, 1879, issue of the lev 12!:! ~, Dr. Charles A. L. Reed
of Cincinnati challenged Mrs. Eddy to make a demonstration of her heal~ng
pover, but she remained silent and gave no ansver whatsoever.

- -----

Testimonies of Cures

Jchr1etian Science does more than merel.7 make the clAims of healing.

l.-

It

presente testimonies, attested and documented, to the public as proof of its
ability and eucce~s in heaiA:J In its textbook, Science

___,

!_21!!! Scriptures,

.

!!!!! Health!!]! 1'.ez

tha eis}lteenth chapter, called "PrQ!t86e,"59 consists of

a reprint of 84 letters from the Journal and Sentinel. These letters, Mrs.
Eddy says, are a fw of the "thousands of letters that could be presented
.
.
1n teatimo~ of the healing efficacy of Christian Science and particularl.7
concerning the vast number of people vho have been refo:nned and healed throush
the perusal or study of this book. n6o Of these letters Mrs. E~ aqs that

58. Bellvald, 22• cit., p. 128.
59. Bddy1 Science and Jlealth, p. 6oo-700.

6o. !!?.!!•,

p.

600.-

,
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the "originals are 1n the poaaession ot the Editor, vho oan authenticate
the testimonials vhioh follow. n61 These alleged cures cover eT9r7 1maginable type ot disease: rhswnat1am, ast1gmat1sm, hernia; fibroid tum.or, ·spinal
trouble, indigestion, cataract~ v~TUl&r heart disease; cancer, consumption,
Bright' a disease and tnml1' others. The same tne of letters of teatimo~ are
printed today in the Sentinel, Journal, Keral.4 as a standard feature of each
edition.

All of them have this note under the headline, "Testimonies of

Kealin8:" "The statements Yith regard to healins made in the following testimonies have been carefully verified.

The original testimonies and the re-

spective verifications are on tile for reference in the Publ1shin8 House. •
Every branch of the Mother Church has its testimonial ~eetinga on every Wednesday evenins vhere individuals vho have experienced the blessings of Christian Science can testify to that fact for the Dllltual strengthening of all.
LAe further proof of its curing power, and perhaps the moat convincing

proof to an outsider, a Christian Scientist can refer to the t e s t ~ or
Senator Works before Congress.

In 1915 he presented documentar;y evidence

of 57 cases of cures; vhich included hie ovn cure, of 21 people vhom he
knev personally, and of

'

4 tl'Olll reliable friends. Be felt that this evidence

vas so convtnoing of the efficacy of Christian Science healing that he said,

"I cannot see hov &D1' fair and candid mind oan continue to doubt it."62
failure

~ Claims

It is beyond the scope of this paper to enmine minutely all the testimonies of Christian Science heali!J8. We shall attempt to establish the general charaoter of the testimonies for which ve DIWlt rel7 on the findings of

61.

Ibid.

B-11--,4
Record,
8
,Wa..&. I
.2J!• C it •I p. lll, as quoted f'rom the Congressional
Vol. m, Part I, p. 1034.
£,..
UC:.

I

those vho have made a stud.7 of the alleged beaJ1nga.

Bame ot the cases cited

b7- SenatorWorks cannot be disputed, although a fn have been eXJ)osed as a
misrepresentation of the facts. !ellvald exposed case no. 26.

A child of

Mrs . and Mrs. A~ :S:. Wine vho was crippled and deformed from birth, vaa alleged to h:ave been cured by Christian Science.

the parents.

The testimony had been given by

No one else had seen the child walk or heard it talk after its

alleged cure. The child died sbortl.J' after the cure so no one else could
have seen 1t.~3
Although the facts i n ~ oases are unattainable, the above case is
typical.

Most studies conclude that there is a grain of truth in a testi-

mony, but that truth is coated vith false and misrepresented facts, to create

an entirel7 untrue picture. Protesso~ Richard C. Cabot of the llarvard Medical School examined one hundred cases from. the Journal and concluded that
they vere "doctored" testimonies.

Some of these testimonies vere, however,

genuine, as far as he could ascertain, althoush the cures vere not of "organic

diseaees. 11 64 Dr. Stephan Paget emmined tvo hundred testimonies from

the Sentinel and concluded, "What is the goal of proclaiming that Christian
Science heals diseases that get well themselvea."65 A girl recovers from a
cold and this is ascribed to the "realization of the omnipresence of Love."66
Dr. Buber of Bev York examined twenty cures and ooncluded.1 "Some vere cured, -

but what of that, the patient's word had to be taken.
emm.1nation or restated an evasion.

In not

a

Others broke down under

single case was there 8.fl7 evi-

dence that a genuine affliction other than an obsession of the mind. had been
solved@

;-/£ l"·L, /j l-:-

63. Ibid., pp. 113ft.
64 • siiovden, ~. ill· , pp. 239f' •

65. Ibid.
66. Ibid.
67. Sandt, .2E. ill· , p. 56.
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~hue we ·must conclude with the ata.teci authorit.iea 't hat little a1gniticance can be placed on the numerous testimonies ot Christian Science heal1ns.
We do not, however, exclude the poasib111t7 that the tacts 1n some ot the
test1mor?,ias may be true, but tl1,e testimonies are usual.17 about something
which has a different meaning for dit~erent people.

-

-

· . · Can Christian Science Curet
To examine the cures of Ohr1£tian Science more closely ve ·must first
look at some of the influences vhich detemine health and sickness.

Here

arises the unsolved problem of the extent of the influence of mind ovw matter, of the contents of our minds over our physical bodies. 'l'here is a definite and real interaction of which man ha~ been aware, and which he has been
trying to determine· since Descartes'

(1596-1650) attempt in

his Meditations.

Today medical science is stressing what it calls psychoeomall.c medicine to
ascertain the extent and manner of this interaction. All of our emotions
and passions express th8D1Belves 1n our physical boclies. LAccorclins to Dr.

Walsh, "Anger, fear, disgast, vorr,, passionate love, and a numbet;' of similar mental states, register themselves automatically throughout man's phy-·
sical body."68 Dr. Crile of the ClevelAnd Clinic said: "When a man tears,
he does not fear with the mind alone, but every cell and tissue of the body

feara."69
1..Rot only the passions and emotions, but the verr thoughts and thoueht
associations vbich are in our minds influences our physical bodies•

One

peysician states that "vhat is in the head of the tuberculous patient" 1a a

Bellvald, .2R• cit., p. 151.
c·. A. Behnke, 11p88toral psycholos,," Concordia Theological Monthq,
llX (April., .1948)., 272.

68.

69.

71

more potent factor in the cure than "vhat is in his cheat. n70 Thus our imagination and BU888Bt1on, which includes h1t>notiam, play their role in influencing health.
The imagination is often the real cause for bodi~ ailments.. Just ae
we can 1>ictµre i'ood to our minds' e1e and make our mouths vater, so ve can
imagine ourselves sick and make ourselves sick. Mark Twain writes., "Hov
much of' the pain and disease in the world is created b7 the imaginations of
sufferers and then kept alive by those same 1mag1nat1onsT Pour Pifthst Bot
anything short of that., I should think. Can Christian Science banish that
f'our-f'if'thaT

I think so. 11 71 We must keep in mind that 1.maginati~n is a

function of' the mind which controls all of' the so-called f'Unctional ailments.
Thus diseases which are caused by the 1mag1nation ~an be cured throueh the
imagination or through the thoushts of the mind. ::aeoent experiments have
proved that when the thought of a person is directed to arq particular organ
or spot 1n his body, the vital forces are 1mmediat~ summoned to that point.
The blood, which is the life bearer, instantly rushes there for repair or
vital action. "7" Even Pop~ Benedict XIY in his

~ Servorum ~

Beatif'icatione,

asreee to the possibility of imagination curing disease: "it even appears that
perhaps

~

times diseases .2!!! !! ~ instantaneousl.7 by the paver of' imagin-

ation but that such cure is not permanent and that a relapse will f'ollov."73
Yet the imagination is bUt one channel of action for thoueht and all
the actions of thought can be influenced by vmt is known aa suggestion.
Suggestion may be either hetero-suggestion or _auto-suggestion, both of which

70.
71,

Ibid.

Twain, ~- ill•,

p. 53.
72. Parmele, .2E• ,2!!,, P• 35.
73, Bellwald1 ~ · ill_., p. 166.

72
are employed b;r Christian Science; hetro-suesestion b7 the practitioner
and auto-suggestion b7 the individual Christian Scientist as he studies
and demonstrates the philosophy of Christian Science •.

In hetro-euggestion the thousht or suggestion is impOaecl on the mind
from the outside while in auto-suggestion the thought comes from Yithin

the mind itself'. Dr. Worcester defines it for us: "Auto-auesestion ma7 be
defined then as a self-imposed narrov1ng of the field of' consciousness to
one idea, by holding .a given thought in the mental focus to the exclusion
of all other thoushts. "74 This is emctq what Christian Science teaches: a man must exclude from his mind all material real.it;, and cling to the one

thought that Mind is all that exists.
That sussestion does influence the body is proven by competent meclical
authorities.

The thought or idea which is suggested molds itself on the

subconscious mind which 1n turn influences our physical bodies. '.rhis subconscious mind reacts on the physical through the means of' the nervous s7stem, which "permeates our entire bod.7 and predisposes it either to sickness

or health. 11 75 '-Yes, it even regillates the heart action.76 This is proven
by the testimonies of Dre. Worcester, Berheim, J'orel, Bramwell, and Dubois,
which "prove beyond question, that our subconscious mind. aote throueh the
instrumentality of our whole nervous e19tem, both cerebrospinal and sympathetic, and that through this complex mechanism it can effect important
changes in our physical f'unctions."77 Dr. Worcester then lists some of' the
psychological changes that can be efteotecl by susgestion, vorkins through
the subconscious mind, via the nervous s19tem. .!he;r include ·"parts of the

74. ~ - , p. 16o.
75. ~ - , pp. 167f.

76. Ibid.
77.

Ibid.~ p. 159.
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body 1rresietable to pain•••• healing in certain forms ot dee.f'ness quicken-

· le the basis tor a type ot mind healing which has ex:1.etecl
ed., " etc. 78 / This
throughout history.

Coombe classifies Christian Science vith this sort of

healing, listing it with "pagan, Mohammedan, Mesmerist, and all the schools
of suggestion."79
Some

authors identify Christian Science cures vith lJn)notiem, which

is baaed also on suggestion.

"Both Christian Science healer and the hypno-

tist seek to alleviate pain by arousing 1n the subject the idea that it does
not exist and each obtains control of the secondal7 consciousness to effect
its purpoee."80 This is precisely what Mrs. Eddy tells her practitioners to
do: try to alleviate the pain and sickness by arousing in the subject the
idea that the pain and sickness do not exist, which is akin to hetero-eU86eB-

tion.

Yet to all of these accusations Mrs. Eddy answers, "Christian Scien-

tists are not hypnotists, they are not mind-curists, not faith-curiets."81
Cures of Functional Diseases Possible
-

The mind then, through the various agencies of imagination, &\188estion,
and

hypnotism greatly influences the health of the physical body. Thus vast

nev vistas are opened for the plausibility of mind cures, for diseases which
are caused by the mind can be cured by the mind. .Cabot believes that "most
Christian Science cures are genuine - genuine cures of functional diseases." 82
That is the thing to remember - that the mind cures are of only functional
diseases, for only functional diseases are caused b7 the mind. '!'he tact then

78. Ibid.
79. J":v. Coombs, Religious Delusions, P. 162 •
80. John Duncan Quackenbos, Jnemies !!!!, Evidences
p. 219.
81. Ed.4, Christian Science vs. Pantheism, P• 20.
82. Bellvald, !:?P.• ~., p. 2~.

.
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is al.most univeraail1' conceded that cures are possible ot "maladies which are
purely mental in origin and. character."83
We cannot, however, classit, Christian Science cures Yith the faith heal.ere.

Snowden does believe that the onl.7 difference lies in the ph1losop!Q'

which Mrs. Eddy has adopted to explain the cause ot her cures and to prescribe
the method.

It is true that if we grant that Christian Science can cure fun-

ctional diseases, which are mental, ve are forced to attribute the cure to a
mental process.

This does not necessari~ have to mean a fal th cure.

It is

a mind cure.

There is a further plausible explanation of' the alleged cures, which has
already been alluded to.

There are what we call natural cures.

Dr. Paget

speaks of diseases which get well themselvea.84 1,.Dr. Stindel of St. Louie made
the statement that eight1 percent of all patients ti.t seek medical care vill
get veil themselves without the aid of JDed.icinea.
patients can actually be cured

ana. the

Only ten percent of the

other ten percent vill die. 85 Thus

eight out of ever,- ten people who think .that they are sick and go to a doctor
have onl.7 a functional disease which would cure itself'.

Moat Christian Science

cures tha:t are considered to be real can be classified with those eight •
./ Thus ve conclude that there are tvo explanations of Christian Soience

cures of functional diseases: l) mind cures; 2) natural cures. We stress,
however, v1th Bellvald, that Christian Science cures are "almost entirely restricted to :functional dieeases."86

83. Coppage, ~· cit., p. 44.
84. Bellvald, ~· cit., P• 127 •
85. From notes takenin lecture at Lutheran Jloapital, St.
17, 1~7.
86. Bellvald, ~· ill•, p. 121.
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!!!!! ~~Organic

Diseases!!:! Impossible

Christian Science can effect no real cures of basic organic disorders, . ,
regardl.ees of its claims. It claimB:

/-':>L :.i·

"Christian Science heals organic dis-

ease as surely as it heals what is called functional, tor it requires onl.Jr
a fuller understanding of the divine Principle of Christian Science to dem-

onstrate the higher side.@

"You also remoTe 1n this what are termed organic

diseases as read1ly,as functional d1ff1cult1es. "88 Ve remember here that the
mind also has control to a certain extent over organic diseases, and that
mind treatment can clear the wq and establish faTourable conditions for na-

ture to take its course 1n the righting of basic disorder.89 Dr. Cabot
speaks of an "organic disease produced by a functional disease, and such organic disease as this is often cured by Christian Science. n9()
Again we base our conclusions on the authorit7 of trustworthy men who
have made a study of the problem. Among others Quackenbos vritee:

"There

is not an authenticated case on record in which Christian Science has "healed"
(if by 'healed' is meant removed) organic diseases where medical science has
failed. 91 Coppage writes:

"lo case of modern ph3sioal healing due solel.7

to divine or metaph3sical means, and bearing all the credentials required b7
a court of law, has been brought to the notice of this scribe."92 1,Rev. Wilson writes:

"It never has cured, and never will

0111"9, an.J

diseases, exoept

those which have been cured again and again b7 'mental therapeutica.•93 In

87. Eddy, Science ~ Health, P• 162.

88. Ibid • .,

p.

377.

89. Bellvald., ~· cit • ., p. 26.
90. Ibid., pp. l2g:91. Quackenbos, ~. ill•, P • 2o6 •
92. Coppage, .2!• cit., p. 46.
s i
' " Jlibl
93. Maurice E. Wilson, "ldqiem, Mis-named 'Christian c ence,
e
~ e Qu.arterlz, Bo. 131 (April-June, 1932), 90.

agreeing vith the conclusions of these authors, ve do not exclude the poasibil1ty that God can oure disease without human means if he sees fit.94
"We believe God has power to cure all cUaeaee, but ve do not believe God
cures all disease by the

881118

means.

At all eTenta· an authenticated in-

stance of' recovery from organic diseases through pbJsical means is what ve

are waiting for. "95 We must also here include the possibility that the
devil too can cure disease. LRev. Wilson adds "If' Satan can impose diseases,
he surely can release from them. n96J Thus it baa been proven and ve conclude
that Christian Science cannot effect 8.D1' real cures of mental diseases.

Gauss, .2R• ill•, P• 112, as quoted from Rev. James M. 01"81' of' the
Moody Bible Institute.
95. Bellvald, .21?• -21!•, p. 122.
96. Wilson, .!22,. ill•

94.
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v.

Oonclua1on

Our conclusion ie that Christian Science baa done aome good 1n that it

has helped people p~ic~ and m.ental.q, but at an unapealrab~ high price

of a

sreat

amount of evil.

- - ------= -=--.;;.
The Good

ot Christian Science

Althoueh the premium has been the verr denial of Christian faith, ve
mw,t admit the good vh1ch Ohri'atian Science has done.

It has and does re-

lieve some sick, and cure certain disorders. It "elnates the moral, emotional, and intellectual nature of those who submit to it,"97 8&18 Quaokenboa.

That statement may seem a bit exaggerated, yet there ia some truth 1n it.
Mark 'l've.1n gives us another reminder of the potential good vbich Christian

Science can accomplish vhen he makes the comparison between a Christian and.
a Christian Scientist:

?!!! Christian Scientist

'.£!!! Christian
lie is a worried and fretted and
feart"ul man; afraid of himself
and his propensities, afraid of
colds and fevers, afraid of tread.ins on serpents, or drinking deadl1
thinsa.

!he aTerage Cbr1at1an Scientist has
put all anx1et1 and frettiDg under
hia teat. Jle does haTe a T1cto17
oTer fear and care that 1a not
aohieTed by the average orthodox
Chriatian.98

This 1e not true of genuine Christianity, yet too otten it 1a proven true to
life.
We believe that here lies the ultimate appeal ot Christian Science - 1n
the srain of' truth found 1n Mark Twain• a comparison. Cbr1at1an Science, even

'Tl. Quackenboa, 21?• ~., P• 218.

98.

Twain, ~·

.2.!E•,

P•

54.
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if it is escapism, even if' it doea cleD1' all Scripture,

eTen.

i t it 1a not

Christian nor scientif'ic, does g1Te its tollovera relief f'l"Clll their &DJC1et1es and fears, and a real cure of their functional and mental disorders.
A Christian Scientist finds the peace and happlneaa vh1ch he seeks b7 re-

leasing himself from the mie917 ot th1a DBterial existence. ·

- - - ------ -----The Evil of Christian Science

Christian Science has been the cause t:I mu.oh exploitation of' the sick
vhich is its greatest evil outside of its denial of' the Christian ft7 of
salvation.

Even the reviling of Dre. Humiston and Paget has some Juat1f1-

cationi
The untreated original condition, the unrecognized or concealed
communicable disease, the resistance to means of sanitation, the
total disregard of disease prevention are as DD1ch to be regarded
as enemies to human health and life as are scourge and pestilence,
and as much to be opposed b7 that profession vhiob is conseoreated
to the health and happiness of manld.nd.99
They bully ~ing women and let babies die in pain; let cases of
paralysis tumble about and hurt themselves; rob the epileptic of
their bromide, the syphilitic of the iodide ••••100

We mention one concrete example, the instance of mass exploitation cited
by Quackenbos:

In the fall of

of dipther1a broke out.

1897

1n Woodsville, Kev lfampehire an epidemic

"Christian Science treated some of the oases but vith

such appalling results as to cause the indignation of the medical profession
thro1J8hout the State ••••The treatment was equivalent to cr1rn1nal neslect. "

101

Thie is a mass case, vhile there have been literally thousands of' individua1
cases, especially of children, vhere the proper medical care has been Vithhel.d •
Thus too often Christian Science has proven to be, instead of a heal 1ng aeent,

a ferociously active enemy of health.

99. Rile7, et. al., .2E• cit., p. 303.
100.
101.

Snowden;-_2E:-c1t., p72li,J.
Quackenboe, ~. ill•, pp. 205t •
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